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Preface 
~he aim of the rr~9cnt s·udy is supplementing and detailing the 
re~ults gained In pha~(· A for designing the telescope system while 
taking into consideration the enlargement of the main mirror which has 
been car~ied out in the meantim~. 
After the decision on material obtained from phase A in favor of 
~erodur, the f,lounting systems of both mirrorn were developed and one 
model each ot the mounted main mirror was produced for thermal and 
shake te~t~. The studies were again supplemented by comprehensive cal-
cUlations on rigidity, natural frequencies, cooling times and tempera-
ture g~adi0nts; measurrments of heat transition in metal/oerodur com-
ninatians carriGd (')ut by the Linde Comp.:iny suppliod import.:lnt data on 
the mnt0rial. Tho measurements planned for scatterGd light and reflec-
tivity at low temperatures could not be carried out in the period set 
aside for the study. 
The present fin.:il report is divided according to the doscription 
of tasks for reasons of continuity; figures have be~n numbered 
separately in the individual work packages. 
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-
FINAL REPORT OF THE TELESCOPE STUDY PHASE B: 
DEVELOPt-tENT, CONSTRUCTION AND TEST OF THE COOLED 
I~FRARED TELESCOP~ GIRL 
Dr. k. Schlegelmilch, et ale 
Messerschmidt-B~~kow-Blohm GmbH, Ottobrunn and 
Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen 
,; p 
... .,.; L ¥ $ 
Optical S~~9i~S~!~ Polished Zerodur Samples L!* 
AP 3011 ~easurement Methods 
The helium cryostat of the university in Wuppertal was employed 
for the measurements of scattered light properties and reflection degree 
witn the mirror samples. Figure 3010/1 shows the principle of the 
measurempn~ setup for the scattered light measurements. 
The cryostat is equipped with two concentric radiation shields, of 
which the OUt0f shield is cooled with li~uid nitrogen and the inner 
with heli~~. For ttis purpose, the shields are covered with evaporation 
pipes. The ~elium consumption for one cooling amounts to approx. 
100 liters ~nd the cooling time approx. 1 day. 
A laser beam (e.g. a CO laser for 10.6 micro m) is collected at 
an aperture 1n order to constrict the beam and is then separated from 
undesirable stray light with a further lens through the entry aper-
ture of tho cryostat at a second aperture inside the cryostat. Only a 
central sur[~ce element of the test sample is illuminated in order to 
exclude wit!l c0rtainty stray portions of the edge. The reflected or 
the defined ctray light is then collected in an disengagement system 
equipped with ~ third aperture and fed to the detector. This consists!n 
a Golay cell f(lllowed by a watt meter. The disengagement system is 
mounted on an arm moveable from the outside for varying the stray angle, 
permitting motion on the incidence plane of the sample. 
A separ~te detector must be employed for reflection measurement~. 
For the relative measurements, this is pivoted over the aperture in 
the cryostat and also in the image of the aperture reflected by the 
test sample. 
AP 3012 and 3013 Measurements, Aids 
In order to reduce the number of cooling cycles, an alternating 
revolver was devel0i->cd and prepared by Zeiss, permitting four mirror 
samples to be mounted and to be exchanged externally. The setup of 
*Numbers in th0 margin indicate pagination in the foreign text. 
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the revolver can be seen from Figure 3010/2. For this purpose there 
is a rotar1 guide in the cover of the cryostat (compare Figure 3010/1) 
through Iflr. ich a rotary device can be lowered and set into a slot at 
the edge of the revolver. The barrel and base plate of the revolver 
have concentric and opposing grooves, in which steel pellets provide 
support. 7wo symmetrically opposite stops define the four basic posi-
tions of the barrel. All four mirror samples are situated in mounting 
rings, su~ported on three adjustment screws each. 
Four :erodur mirrors with a diameter of i5 mm were prepared for 
the m~~surements. They received the best possible polish and were 
coated in a high vacuum with pure aluminum of the following layer 
thicknessf.:!:: 
r·li r ror s~mpl(~ 
~1irror sample 
~ti rror si:\r.'ple 
~1i r ror sample 
no. 
no. 
no. 
no. 
1 
") 
j 
4 
50.5 nm 
100.3 nm 
200.6 nm 
400.4 nm 
Th~ m0~Durement of thickness was c~rried out by a frequency measure-
ment with a vibrating quartz positionod next to the sample of the same 
coating. ~he spherical surfaces of the samples have a curvature radius 
of SSO nm adjusted to the geometric~l relationships ~n the cryostat. 
They were ~rotected during transport from dust and contamination by 
metallic protective caps (compare AP 3011). 
Due to technical difficulties and deadlines, the measurements were 
not completed during the peri0d of the studies. Visual observation in 
a dark field with closely bundled light beam (hammer lamp), ~lready 
produced the clear result that the scattering intensity increases with 
greater la:.'e r th ick ness. Prel im! na ry or ientat ion measuremen ts with 
the GHW pr~vided the result that the reflectivity increases by 5\ ~ 3% 
in each case at room temperature ~nd with a wavelength of 163 urn with 
increasing layer thickness between the sa~ples 1 to 3. 
In the cooling tests in Wuppertal, it was determined that both the 
heat conductors and the temperature measurement sensors, attached to 
the rear surfaces of the mirrors with PRe adhesive, had separated before 
reaching the helium temperature. A report is presented in AP 3044 ~nd 
AP 3074 on the results of the corresponding strength tests with adhe-
sive connections between metal and cerodur, subsequently iniated at 
Zeiss. It was further reported by the GHW that 20 hours were required 
to achieve approx. 100 K already in the preliminary cooling with liquid 
nitrogen. 
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Figure 3010/2: Alternating revolver for 4 mirror samples to be 
installed in the test cryostat of the GHW 
(university in Wuppertal). 
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lCey: 
a. bearings d. adjustment screws 
b. base platt' e. heat conductor 
c. mirror sample f. rotary finger which can be lowered 
AP 3020 
Geoflletr:t, SUEEort Ring and Preparation.s>f the.-Main r.1irror 
AP 3021 Optimizing the Support Ring and Deformations 
A simple mirror model with smooth rear surface, cylindrical outer 
edge and c'/lindrical hole was employed for the first calculations. 'I'he 
study was first limited to a radial section with a single concentric, 
continuous support ring. The calculation results for the support ring 
radii 70, 156 and 230 mm are presented together in Figure 3020/1 for a 
50 em mirror with 100 mm hole diameter. The diagram demonstrates how 
a support near the edge or hole produces maximum deformations on the 
order of magnitude of neveral hundred nm, as expected. The support 
ring with r = 156 nm, on the other hand, very closely approximates the 
optimal case. It causes a radial remainder deformation of only 66 nm, 
corresponding to a tenth wavelength in the customary assebsment of 
quality. 7hrough interpolation of these results, the optimal support 
ring for the simplified model was determlned at 
On the basis of this result, a refined model with finite elements 
was employed for the subsequent calculmtions. Calc~lations were carried 
out with two concentric homogeneous support rings in each knot of this 
model, adjacent to the optimized support ring radius, i.e. knots no. 28 
and 29. The r~sults are those diagrams in Figures 30~0/2 and 3 plotted 
by the computer. In the case of the deflections of the mirror cross-
sections represented on a scale of 1:1, 1 nm = 0.02 m when the mirror 
is subjected to a 10 g load. When an interpolation is carried out from 
the two total bendings of the surface to the support ring diameter for 
the smallest bending, the value results in good agreement with the 
results of the simplified model 
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3020/1: Bending of a cylindrical mirror model in the radial 
plane with variation of a rotation-symmetrical 
support riog 
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Deriding along various azimuths of the mirror surface were calcu- LJ.!J. 
lated with the optimized support ring in the simplified monel of a 
largely bevelled cylinder. Figure 3020/4 ~hows the bending at the 
whole edge, at the outer edge and over the support ring of the mirror 
in an azimut.h range from the support point up to t.he azimuth angle 
60°, the angle of greatest bendi1lg, at the three-point support. The 
maximum bending occurs at the outer edge and amounts there to 85 nm. 
It is therefore greater by a multiple than the radial bending. The 
RMS value over the entire mirror surface amounts to approx. 20 nm. For 
the present purpose, this is still certainly permissible. 
The weight of the mirror would amount to approx. 26 kp in the case 
of a cross-section of the mirror according to Figure 3020/3, when the 
mirror is prepared from cerodur. 
AP 3022 Preparation of the Mirror 
Several problems were anticipated in preparing ~ mirror of the 
cross-section according to Figure 3020/3. Normally, telescope mirrors 
have smooth rear surfaces, on which they can be pl~ced during processing 
when taking into consideration certain measures for load reduction. In 
the present mirr ... 'r concept it is no longer possible to reduce tile load 
with simple means. If the mirror is to be polisned with already milled 
rear surface, it must be secured in a bed, pr.oviding it with a smooth 
rear surface. Tensions, however, are ordinarily built between bed and 
mirror during this securing, leading to deformation of the mirror when 
the mirror is once again released. This procedure is therefore not 
preferred. It was therefore planned for the GIRL mi rror to appll the 
deep facets on the rear surface only after conclusion of the polishing. 
This required a preliminary test for proving the tru 0 ness of shape of 
such c greatly cut mirror, since there was rl') sufficient inform~tion 
available on this subject. 
A main mirror reduced to half the size was prepared for the 
cutting test. The blank was first provided cylindrically with a hole 
and with ~ spherical surface of high quality. The remaining wave 
front atcrration can be seen in the two upper interferograms in 
Figures 3020/5 and 6. In the case of th~ same position of the mirror, 
~he wave fronts between the blank and comparative normal are tipped in 
this case cy a vertical or a horizontal axis to one another. The 
remainder error is smaller than one-third wavelength. Now the outer 
most f~cet was applied to the mirror and thi~ was tested again i~ the 
interferometer under identical conditions. The result, provid~d in the 
lower portions of Figures 3020/5 and 6, shows no alteration. In a 
further procedural step, the inner facet was now also applied to the 
rear surface of the mirror. This procedural step had a noticeable 
effect on the wave front of the mirror. As can be seen in Figure 3020/7, 
the whole edge of the mirror was deformed by approx. 0.4 wavelengths. 
In a further test it was now possible to prove that the tensions 
lea1ing to shaping of the mirror were not latently present in the 
mat,.~rial, but rather were generated by the surface effect of the cutting 
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Figure 30~O!4: Bending of the main mirror along concentric circles 
around the axis in the case of three-point support 
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Key: 
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b. azimuth .Jngle 
c. support ring 
d. outer edge 
e. support point 
process. Etching the rear surface of the mirror with hydrofluoric acid 
then caused the disappearance of the deformation. The wave front, as 
was present after etching, is shown in Figure 3020/8. 
The test shows that cutting the GIRL main mirror after polishing 
should not noticeably influence the wave front. If a small remainder 
error should occur on the basis of the double size of the original, 
local manual retouching of the surface would also be possible. 
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Figure 3020/5: Result of the preliminary test on the manufacturing 
technology of the 51. 
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AP 3030 
ConstruEtion ~nd Testi!!9 of the Main t-)irror Mount 
AP 3031 Mounting Concepts 
In mounting th~ GIRL m~in mirror, the essential r~ndition consists 
in the fact that th~ qlass body of the mirror cannot be subjected to 
any mechnnical forc~s both in the laboratory tests in a heated condition 
and after cooling, lcadinq to a deformation of the wave front oeyond the 
permissitlc limit. Furthermore, the mirror mounting must be dimensioned 
in such 0 manner that no damaging shaping occurs irreversibly due to 
otartina ~nd coolina. rour drafts were prepared in the effort centered 
on an optir\'i.:ll mountinq concC'pt, explained in the folLowing. In the 
interact of languagC' continuity, the following designations will always 
be appl ied: 
a) tension rod mount 
b) six-point mount 
c) three- point mount 
d) membrane mount 
a) Tension Rod Mount, Principle and Design 
When the thermal expansion of the mirror material and the tension 
rods is first neglected in the mount principle represented in Figure 
3030/1, there is a complete expansion compensation, independent of 
basis material wh~n 
• 
R 
'2 
In re.:llit~·, however, the zerodur mirror expands during cooling from 
293 K to 10 K hy 6 ~m/IOO rom, while the rods are shortened during the 
same coolinq by 38 >.om/lOO mm (lnvar alloy LR 35). 1\5 will be explained ill 
further below, the geometry can then be altered in such a manner that 
the effects of the I.:Hge contraction of the basis ring (radius r) cause 
an extension of R, equal and opposite in value to the sum of the thermal 
expansions of cerodur and invar. 
A possible construction principle of the tension rod mounting is 
shown in Figure 3030/2. The radial reduction in load on the mirror by 
means of the 6 invar rods is combined with an independent axial support 
through three adjustable, bendable pressure screws. The invar support 
claws of the mounting are press~d on the tips of the screws with 2 tension 
springs each. In the case of 20 g initial tension, these must accommodate 
40 g total load in the maximum case. An arrangement of screw tips and 
tension rods in the same plane prevent the transmission of momentum from 
the mounting to the qlass object The C(.:,struction aims at an introduc-
tion of force a~ close as possiblE' to +.:Lc centroidal plane of the mirror. 
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Figure 3030/1: Principle of the tension rod mounting of the main mirror. 
PI - P3 Mounting points on the mirror body 
P4 - P6 Mounting points on the basis structure 
c Tension rods of invar 
According to the princ;,ple in Figure 3030/1, the path a is con-
tracted during cooling acco~ding to the thermal contraction of the 
basis material. The simultaneous contraction of d, on the other h~nd, 
acts as an expansion of b (increasing proportional to the ratio d/b). 
For a total expansion resulting from these two components during cooling, 
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must bo met. R. 170 mm according to Figure 3030/2. When the basis 
cor-sists j n an ,aluminum malle~blo alloy, the dependenc<" of r presented 
in Figure 3030/3 results for the total exp~nsion ~a + ~b of the mounting 
(without the portion or expansion of the invar rods). In ~n actual 
case, however, an additional AR = +10 ~m (see above) c~n be expected in 
the case of cerodur and an additional ~b • 45 urn in the case of invar 
on the bilt=:i: of the finite expansions. The components from the expan-
sion of the basis material must therefore result in 
;1&& 
This ~mount is obt3incd according to Figure 3030/3 nt r = 102 rum 121 
(th~ result of an approximation, not yet taken into concideration in 
Figure 303012). 
Disadvanta~es of the Tension Rod Mount 
The theoretical expansion compensation produces ~ rod length of 
f' . 1 .,.,' • _- \ ' ..... 11 )°)-. (':',-'" '"')- ~ I ~ "'-J" ' ") J' \ • .. ! - ....... ,,' ... ..UII 
After subtracting the support claws, an actual rod lenath 0f approx. 
93 mm remains. 
When an erroneous compensation of r is undert.J~(·n \dt!.o'Jt knowledge 
of the precise expansion coefficients, so that an ('rro!W()i.l:~ If'nath of 
the tensioi. rods results after cooling, a considerJ:ll€· r.Jdl.Jl force on 
the mirror is produced. In the direction of the rod it is 
:: • C1 
In the case of E = 1. 37 x 10 4 kp/rnm2, the result for a rod di.1mcter of 
5 mm and an erroneous compensation of ~c = 10 ~m is 
1:' - 0' 'J "p. c: 
The resulting force F in the direction R is then 
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Figure 3030/2: Technical and constructive realization of the 
tension rod mount. 
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A force of this amount would be entirely impermissible. The compensa-
tion of rod lerl<,)ths would have to be carried out with an accuracy of 
at least ~.l. 5 LJ. Since a compensation at low temperature is probably 
not possihle, a iter.ltion process would become necessary. This is the 
sole lar<,)c dioaQvantaqC' of the system. An addition.ll Ac of 1 ~ during ill 
coolin<,) u.'qu i res a At according to the increase in the curve in 
."iqure 3030/3. 
The axial support screws (Figure 
d~ring cooling by f = 0.7 due to 
the basis (aluminum) and mirror. 
of 
3030/2) are deflected toward the outside 
the hi9h expansi0n Jifferences between 
In this case a radial force is produced 
1:' R • b ... ~p 
(1 = lenqth of screw = 52 mm, d = diameter of screw = 5 wm) 
This is ~ completely safe value. Moreover, there is a portion !rom the 
microwelding at the screw tip, which can be reduced in size, however, 
by suitable coating. 
Initial Load on the Mounting Elements 
With a maximum acceleration of 20 9 in the radial direction in the 
case of a 27 kg mirror weight, there is a force of maximum 
~() . .,~ 
. -. 
c 
in 2 tension rods. When the four other rods would be missing, this 
would result in a rod extension of 
• e: F 
c toe: • ..;:;.--
E • q 
as well as a tension of 11 kP~mm2. The 0.2% expansion limit of invar, 
however, amounts to 119 kp/mm at 10 K, amounting to a multiple of 
3lmost 11 in certainty. 
At 20 9 in~~..:''<.!..al airection of the mirror, 360 kp are exerted ill 
on each suppo~ting screw. The bending load FK l?sults in the case of 
E = 13,700 kp/mm 2 (inv~r at 10 K) at 
~ 19 
. ~' 
• 
I 
t, 
I 
I 
, 
i 
I 
:! r~ • " 
• 'J Ed~/IO~· • 31:5 kp 
The certainty is therefore almost a multiple of 9. 
b) Six-point Mount, Principle and Desi9n 
The six-point principle was created by rep1"cing the three flat 
springs with three two-arm rockers in the case of the principle of the 
flat spring mounting (final report, phase A, riqur~ 27). Thro~gh this 
means, doubling th~ 3 mounting points at the mirror WuS pousible in 
favor of a desired slighter initial load on the individual mounting 
point and a reduced deformation of the glass under n~tural load. 
Figure 3030/4 shows the principle of the six-puint mounting. The 
spring joints at the ends of the rockers arc counternunk in the mirror 
base. t\ thitu joint if; located under the center of C'ach rock('r. 'rhe 
rockers are adjusted to the thormal expansion of the zC'rodur by compen-
sation members. 
The function of the system is bas~d on the fact that the rockers 
are only fixed in the axial direction of their jUlnts, i.e. no shift 
between the mirror and assembly basts occurs in th~ .iirection of the 
joint longitudinal axis. \>Jith differing thermal exp.:msinn of the 
mirror and basis, the rockers are tipped on the longitudinal axis and 
the centering of the mirror is maintained. 
Figure 3030/5 demonstrates a possibility of th~ practical applica-
tion of the six-point mounting. Inv~r sockets in oiaht sections are 
sunk into the mirror base, prestressing the holC' cd':l(' v,'ith .J slight 
axial force (in the direction of the mirror axis). Th0 axial expansion 
differences are undercompC'nsated by aluminum rings (theoretic~lli') in 
such a manner that a radial play .in the sockets arisinC) at 10 K of 
... 5 urn is eliminated by sliding on the conical surfaces. 
Inside each socket there is a spring joi~t Sf 2, to which the 
rocker is mounted. For expansion compensation, the rockers are provided 
with aluminum connection pieces, introducing large forces in the mirror, 
however, with a completely fixed rocket ~nd a small error compensation. 
For this reason, the "right-hand" enj of the rocker is provided with a 
flat spring BF 3, accommodating the remainder forces. In Figure 3030/6, 
the dependence of temperature is presented for the expansion difference 
of aluminum + invar compared to cerodur in addition to other compensa-
tion examples. In the case of a precise compensation for 293 K and 
T < 10 K, an expansion difference of max. 18 um occurs (at 180 K). 
With the planned spring cross-section of 0 = 1.5 x 15 mm 2 and an effec-
tive spring length of 1 = 12 mm, a remainder force then results, for 
example, 
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Figure 3030/5: Construction draft of the six-point mounting. . I 
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F • .- • 7.2 kp 
I j 
An error compensation of 10 urn at 10 K would then still be approximately 
permissible. 
Beneath the center of each rocker there is a spring joint BF 1, 
rigidly mounted to the base plate. A slight expansion of the rocker 
in the coordinate a (Figure 30]0/4), necessary if the basp plate bends, 
is possible due to the remainder elasticity of the bearing in this 
coordinate. 
The expansion difference between the aluminum hasis ~nd the zerodur 
mirror in the fiupport ring radius amounts to 0.54 mm in the present 
draft in the case of cooling to 10 K. This effects a tipping of the 
rocker by 0.78°, resulting in a radial force of 2.6 kp p~r rocker through 
the joint BF 1 with the dimensions d = 1, b = 10 and 1 = 3 mm. Additional 
forces are produced due to the bending of BF 2. They have the dimen-
sions 0.8 x 10 x 3 mm and therefore exert half the force on the mirror 
in each case. The sun. of the forces at each mirror supporting element 
is then also 2.6 kp. 
Initial Load 
When an acceleration of 20 g acts in the direction of the rocker 
axis, a force of F = 270 kp is produced in the case of a mit ro1' weighing 
27 kg. The ends of SF I then experience a parallel off-sct f of 
F • 13 f .. , • O,53 ;:r.l, 
d ~ ... E. 
where E is again the elasticity modulus of invar at 10 K. 
Only the "left" spring of the BF 2 spEings is loaded in the direc-
tion of the rocker longitudinal axis. It is bent 0.67 um at 270 kp. 
'1'he later a 1 na tur al frequency of the system WOUld be s i tua ted at approx. 
750 Hz, when a total deflection of 2 ~m is assumed. 
With an axial acceleration, BF I is mO$t greatly endangered. The 
tension occurring in this case is 
6
z 
• IS0 ~ 10 • IS kp/mm" 
This is, however, one-seventh of the tensile strength of invar at 10 K. 
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In th'=.' casE' of no bending, the buckling load of OF 1 in the most 
disadvantageous case of the Euler buckling is 
:! 3 
·E·b·d 
--... " • )130 kp 
.. a 1-
The buckling stress would then be situated at 313 kP/mm2, i.e. higher 
than the tensile strength 6, prohibiting the application of the Euler 
formula. With the tensile strength of invar, 6 = 119 kp/mm2, a buckling 
load of 
r .. :.» ! 200 i~p 
h 
would be achi~ved, again corresponding to a multiple of 6.7 of the 
maximum actually occurring load. 
The buckling load of BF 3 is not at all crit;.ical because of /30 
dividing the force in half and the clamping introduced on both sides. 
Disadvantage 
The critical load on the glass i~ produced in the six-point model-
by bending the rockers under the axial initial load. The maximum force 
of 180 kp acting at the center of the rockers would cause a bending of 
the rocker by 43 urn in the case of the double T rocker cross-section 
chosen in Figure 3030/5. This amount would initiate an impermissible 
high moment in the mirror at ~he transition of rocker end and cerodur. 
A maximum achievable rocker cross-section would p~rmit a reduction in 
bending to 10 um, but this amount is still critical. 
c) Three-point Mount 
The concept of a three-point mount comprises a system, fixating 
three flat springs mounted tangentially on the support ring to the 
mirror in accordance with Figure ~7 in the final report of phase A. 
On the mirror side, the three flat springs are mounted at invar sockets, 
engaged in three holes on the mirror rear surface. On the structure 
side, compensators are connected during assembly so that the relative 
expansion between structure (aluminum) and cerodur can be precisely 
removed theoretically, at least at 293 K and at the operating tempera-
ture of the telescope. To avoid base plate bending around an axi3' 
perpendicular to the flat spring, an additional elastic joint is 
planned, connected "in series" with the flat spring. While the actual 
flat spring is deflected in a radial direction of the mirror, i.e. 
permitting translations of the mirror in this direction, the perpen-
dicular joint c~nnot permit any translation of the mirror in the flat 
spring direction. Fl~t spring und joint are designed for the axial 
buckling loads of trw mirror during starting. The system is also 
capable of avoiding ~nisotropic expansion of the mirror basis structure. 
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Figure 3030/6: Thermal expansion compensation compared to zerodur. 
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The calculhtions provide the result that the alteration in the distance 
of two support points from one another r('sults in a translation of the 
mirror parallel to the connection line of the two affected supporting 
points and amounting to 55% of the alteration in distanre. 
In the conception of the three-point model, difficulties ~~=o 
('ncountered because the compensutor extending in the mirror radius ?irst 
required a rotary connection, in which play could not be completely 
rliminuted. The mirror support would therefore obtain a softness of 
concern. In the search for a better solution, the so-called membrane 
model wus finally favored, a further development of the three-point 
model to a certain extent. Doth models are identical in principle, 
so thut the explanation of the technical design can be limited here to 
the membrane model. 
d) Membrane Mount, Principle and Design 
The construction principle of a mounting group of the membrane model 
is pre sen t (' din Fig u r e 3030/7. In the lowe r po r t ion 0 f the fig II r e , 
the group cut at a tangent to the support ring in a radial direction 
can be seen, in the UpPt'f portion of the figure, the section is carr ied 
out radially. The t\oJO important flat springs SF 1 ~He arranged symmet-
rically to both sides of the compensator. A further spring SF 2 extends 
in a radial direction of the mirror, prcventing the bending of the mirror 
base plate as in the six-point model. The flat springs DF I are located 
with the ends on the mount side at the two br~ckcts of the inv~r sleeve, 
suspended between the two circular membranes. '!'he axial degree of free-
dom of this sleeve is controlled by the compensator extending into the 
sleeve. It is connected at the free end via an annular groove with tbC' 33 
sleeve, and elt the other end via dn invar nut with the stationary bearinq' 
pedE-stal. The effective length of the compens~t()r C.:ln be altcred, for 
example, by turning the nut in the bearing pedest~ll outward in the cas(' 
of a compensator lenoth which is too small, resul t ing in thc! sleeve of 
the compensator moving out with th(~ same thread slopp in relation to its 
core. 'l'he axial load of the mirror is therefore carried in a system of 
three flat springs behind one another, eliminating forces from the com-
pensator. 
The teflon-type material polychlortrifluorethylene (PCTFE) was 
employed for the compensators under the trade name Voltalef 300 of the 
DuPont Company. Compared to teflon, it does have a lower expansion 
coefficient, but a larger compression strength, so that it has a lower 
tendency to flow. According to reports of MBD, ""oltalef 300 is planned 
for space projects such as the project HAD (Jupiter interferometer in 
the Galileo Project) and has passed the contamir .. ·t.:ion and fumigation 
tests required there. Several thermal propertic.' of this '3ynthetic 
material are contained in the Figures 3030/8, 9, and 10. In Figure 
3030/9, the modulu5 of elasticity for invar is also plotted, of great 
significance for estimating the rigidity. 
The largest possible value for the rigidity of the two membranes 
was selected in the interest of a high stability of the mirror. This 
is, however, only possible up to that membrane thickness at which the 
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elastic shaping of the compensators is still small compared to the 
thermal contructjon. Otherwine, the necessary compensutor length would 
exceed the amount defined purely by thermul conditions at an impermissible 
level. A force of approx. 100 kp would be required, for example, to 
bend a O.S mm thick membrane by the amount of expansion difference 
between aluminum and cerodur. 
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Figure 3030/8: Total thermal expansion of Voltalef during cooling. 
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All 3032 Calculation of Critical Tensions and Deformations 
In order to complete th~ elastic and mechanical calculations, more 
~xact studies with ~ complicated knot model w~re carried out with 
finite elements. ,'h<>se studies wer<') concentrat(:'d un surroundings of 
the mountinq points in the mirror material. In order to keep the work 
within justifiable limit~l, ~ model was selected, surroundina the metaillc 
Inountinq member concentrically. '1'he shaping in a sectional plane of 
the model was maue visihle> in a diaqr..1m. Thfl effect of a radial force 
of one-third of the mirror weight a~ an acceleration of 20 g is given 
in Figure 3030/11. It was assumed in this model that,the metallic 
mounting member exerts an initial tension of 0.2 kp/mm*" in all r3dial 
directions on the :erodur. The total force at the hole was is then 
exactly compensated on tilat side frOM which the force acts, but doubled 
on the oppnsite side. Thp maximum deflection of the mirror material 
at the 1>(11.' wall, seen in the di..1gr..1m, amounts to .:.pprox. 0.1 ~m. 
Th~ effective d~form~tion of ~n axial load amo~ntina tu 20 times 
the mirror weiqht with even distribution to the three support points 
is QivC'n in Fiaure 3030/12. Both in the tr.:lI1SVflrs(> .lnd in the axial 
load case, the maximum tensions occurring ..1chiev~ valu0s of approx. 
0.25 kp/mm2. They are th0refore silu.lted in a s~fp range at room 
tempcrature for the .::erodur ::1ateri~l. ;\s wan aln·i.ldy reported in tlw 
final report of phasp A, the conclusions on the str~ngth of glass and 
low temper.Jtures deviate so Qre.ltly (rom one .lnother that at. the prf'~ent 
tlme a more or less co~stant strength must be assumed. The empirical 
values for the tensile strenQth of cerodur at room temperature is situ-
ated at approx. 2 kp/mm 2 • 
A further form of initial load is the hendinq of the mirror obj0ct 
between the suppor t po i n ts in thc> case of an ax L:li load on the mi r ror • 
FOI the most precise determination possible of the maximum tension 
uccLlrring in the glass, a model \ ... ith finite elcnif.';:t;i was ..1g.:lin ('mployed. 
':'his model is prc>sentcd in perspective in Figur\'~ 3030:13. 'rhe three 
support points are connectpd in ~ strdight line with the most adjacent /41 
intersc>ctions of the mirror body. Between the support points, the 
thickness of the knots was reduced for reasons of a more ~implified 
calculation. Tho calculations prvduce thc> result that ~ maximum 
tonsion of 0.08 kp/mm2 occurs in the case o( a~ axi~l initial load of 
20 g. The result demonstrates that this value is still approximately 
four times smaller than that in the surroundings of the mounting 
elements, as was established in the two preceeding diagrams. 
AP 3033 Natural Frequencies and Concept Selection 
A precise calculation of the natural frequencies in the system 
mirror + mounting elements was not possible in the stage of development 
work at that time, since completed construction drawings would have 
been required. It was therefore only possible to make a rough estima-
tion of the natural frequencies. These are determined by the softest 
element in each case in the ~rafts of the four mounting principles 
studied. All estimations w~re carried out with the coefficient of 
31 
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Figure 3030/11: Deforming effect of a tr~nsverse load of 20 9 on the 
surrounding of a main mirror support point (concentric 
model) • 
elasticity of invar at 10 K, presented in Figure 3030/9. 
The results of the frequency estimation are contained in an evalua-
tion matrix (Figure 3030/14), intended to facili:~Le the most compre-
hensive comparison possible for the four mounting principles. The 
columns 1 - 3 as well as 1 - 12 of the matrix mer01y contain relative 
comparison values. The values in the remaining columns based on 
dimensionst however. 31so have more compar~tive tl13n absolute significance. 
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Figure 3030/12: Deforming effect of an axial load of 20 g on the 
surrounding of a main mirror support point (concentric 
model) 
In the evaluation, the six-point mounting was first put aside, 
since it comprises ~n increased load on the glass material in spite of 
increased preparation work due to the effective moment explained above. 
The advantage lies solely in the smaller "xial bending of the mirror 
under natural load, not necessary in the present case in this high 
quality. Furthermore, when it is considered that the three-point mount 
was a precursor of the membrane mOllnt requiring improvement, then only 
33 
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Figure 3030/13: Model for studying the elastic and mechanical beha-
vior of 51 under the action of a three-point mount. 
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the tension rod mount and the membrane mount can be included in the 
final selection. Although the t~nsion rod mount makes the problem 
of the abov~-explained rcd compensation at low temp~rutures necessary, 
it would still be denit'.lble to compare both prirlciples parallel to one 
another. There arc, tlOwev{'r, no available m('.:')ns for this purpose. The 
membrane mount, with only very slight advantages, was therefor~ favored. 
Its construction details are examined in the following section. 
AP 3034 Optimization and Construction of the Mem~rane Support 
The principle of the membrane support has a:rpady been pr~sented 
in Figur~ J030/7. It ~orreDp~nds ess{'ntially to the constructIve 
design. 7he ~ntir0 Jnit is constr~cted of lnvar, with the exc{'ption 
of u compensation di~c for the axial thermal expansion compensation 
1")[ the sockots mounted in the glass ,:md an aluminum mmmting screw 
at the bacc of the unit. The flat spring OF 2 for avoiding bends 
in the bQ~e plate of the mirror was positioned as close as possible 
to the mirror in ord0f to minimize additional initiation of moments. 
'l'he radial plClY of the invar sockets in the mirror is dimensiof1c,d ill 
such u manner that C'ven at the extromo value positions of the 
summated expansion CJfVe (Figure 3030/6) no pressure fl")rces can be 
transmitted to the mIrror. The conical surt.lce of tho socket is 
provided with a thin compensating coating to ensuro a close fit on 
the glass all tho way around. All flat springs arc welded in their 
mountings by m~ans of an 01ectron beam procedure, tested in several 
preliminary trials with tho material. The Figuren 3030/15 Clnd 16 
show illustrations of the completed support units. 
In addition to the two m~mbranes with three Elits, the welded 
seam for mounting the flat spring OF 2 on the mirror side can be 
!wen on the round portion of the unit. The comp~~r.sat0r witl~ the 
metallic nut is scrowod into the circular opening 01 th~ 9rouP 
(Figure 3030/16). 
The complete main mirror suprort can be soen in the top view in 
Figure 3030/17 with the mirror removod. A ribbed ~luminum welded 
construction was solected, complicated by the fnct that the support 
points of tho three-legged construction for the collector mirror 
assembly are not s!tuated above the mounting feet of the instrume~t 
platform. They are shifted, as can be seen in the drawing, by 22.50 
in relation to the middle of each mounting foot, i.e. in relation to 
the mounting element of the main mirror. The mounting points of the 
three-legged construction overhanging in this manner are supported by 
a system of pipes and flat ribs. A central pipe may serve later for 
assembling the main mirror baffle, the design of which is not yet 
f ina1. 
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Figure 3030/14: Evaluation matrix of the four various mount principles [or the mirror. 
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Key: 
a. initial forces in the glass (relativ~) 
b. initial deformation of the mf·tal structure 
C n natural frequency of the sy~t~m 
d. radial rE'mainder force on mirror at 10 ~ error compensation 
e. axial bending of th~ mirror at 1 q 
f. manufacturing costs (relative) 
9. glass 
h. structure 
i. centering sensitivity 
j. tension tod mount 
k. six-paint mount 
1. threc-~oint mount with hcle 
m. three-point mount with m~mbranes 
n. very sIT.all 
o. medium 
p. small 
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Figure 3030/15: Support unit for the shwk~ and thermal model of the 
main mirror in partially assE'mbled state. 
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Figure 3030/16: Completely assembled support unit of the main mirror 
(simplified base plate of the shake model). 
\'Je igh ts 
The weight 
amounts to 25.0 
determined on 
of the main mirror body alone determined on 
kp, while the weight of a support unit of invar, 
scales, amounts to 1.4 kp. The weight of the w~lded 
construction of aluminum was first estimated; the result is 
scales 
also 
support 
7.8 kp. The 
therefore 
the system 
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tot~l resulting weight for the supported main mirror is kp~ This does not yet include the main mirror baffle and 
thermal conductors and collector lin~s. 
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AP 3035 Sh_Bke. M~del_Bnd 'rest Re~~!~J! 
A shake model for vibration and shock tests was prepared with a 
cut main mirror in the original dimensions. In order to remove 
surface cracks, the completely cut mirror was subjected to etching 
with a mixture of fluoric acid and sulfuric acid. The depth of 
material removed was between 0.3 and 0.5 mm. The mirror was 
assembled with the same support groups, as were prepared for the 
thermal model (Figure 3030/16). They were screwed onto a 40 mm thick 
annealed aluminum plate free of tension. The heat conductors were 
not mounted at thE'> mirror. Figure 3030/18 shows the complete shake 
model. 
Two acceleration pick-ups WE'>re cemented on the mirror surface for 
ttlC'se tests in order to achieve quantitative measured results. 
Figure 3030/19 shows the coordinate system employed. On the lower 
side ()f the mirror a plane mirror was cemented, clos~ly opposite to 
a second mounted on the aluminum plate, so that both mirror surfaces 
could be aimed at simultaneously with a collimator of high resolution. 
'J'he direct.ionB of the individu(ll coordin(ltes for the acceleration 
pick-Ups were switchf'd in such (l manner that in the X direction the 
phases were in step, while they Wf're out of step in Y and Z. Torsion 
and slope vibrations could also be ascertained in this manner. In 
the plane of focus in the collimator, the coorriinates parallel to the 
optical axis of the test sample are designated with u, the perpen-
dicular ones with v. 
First, me<lSllrements were c<lrried out in the case of axial sine 
vibration of the test sample. The constant acceleration of excitation 
amounted to O.S q in this case. The consequence of the tests and the 
intermetliate control of grid images in the collimator is presented 
in Table 3030/1. 'T'h('l torsion <Inti tipping of the' mirror measured 
betwe0n th0 individual vihration t('sts are in re'lation to the value 
zero in Puch case before beqinninq tlw test. 'rhl? first test series, 
ending at 100 Hz, did not show any resonance point. The torsion was 
less than 1 arc s0cond, and tipping the mirror was determined at 
approx. J arc seconds aftE."'[ this t0st sC'ries. This corr0sponds to an 
alteration in hC'ight .:tt 01\ ~ of th(, thr0(~ support point.s by 0.7 pm. 
In t he second t ('IS t se r ies 0, 10 - 500 Hz, a resonance poi nt was found 1?2 
at 160 Hz. The amplitude ot the mirror was so great in this case, that 
it r0qllirpd two further test series (no. J and 4), until the amplitude 
of thE.'" mirror ~ould be clearly r0ad off. The third resonant series 
(test seriE's no. 4) is given in Fiqu[E' 3030/20. The 6 trac:'s of the 
recorder correspond to the threQ coordinates of the two acceleration 
pick-ups. The illustration shows that the mirror achieved an ampli-
tude of :1.18 q in the axial direction. A considerable radial motion 
was also combined with this, as the deflections in 21 and z2 demonstratE'. 
As the time scale in the diagram shows, the individual deflections 
of the recorder do not correspond to the actual vibratIon in the mirror. 
ThC' actual vihrations are rather extended with the aid of a sampling 
procedure in such a way that they supply a local frequency of identi-
cal size on the recording strip at all frequencies. The conversion 
is carried out, of course, true to amplitude and speed. In the 
., 
i 
I 
G I a L 
Figure 3030/18: Shake model of the main mirror. 
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Figure 3030/19: Coordinate system for the measurements of accelera-
tion in the shake model. X c00rdinate = opticRl 
axis. 
Key: 
il. collilliLltor 
b. plane mirror 
c. acceleration pick-up 
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a 
'e8t b rl'equena- 0 rl'equena- d Re80nana 
Ir. Sereich iftlteZ'un, bei Ha 
in HI Okt ./81n 
1 5 - 100 1 
2 10 - 500 , 160 
, 10 - 500 , 160 
4 10 - ,00 , 16u 
• 
5 10 - 1000 , 160 
Table 3030/1: Test series with axial 
(Please see following page for Key. ) 
%" $$, Wi 1 ,W Q4 
.... - '~r-.' 
• 4 
5' 
e TOl'810n u f lippun, v 
,e,en ,e,en 
Grunclpl. Grunclpl. 
0 
'" 
27" 24" 
57" 4'" 
170" ,2" 
172" ,8" I 
sine vibration 
43 
Key: 
a. test number 
b. frequency range 
c. frequency alteration octave/minute 
d. resonance at Hz 
e. torsion u against the base plate 
f. tipping v against the base plate 
recording duration of the resonance process of approx. 5 sec., the 
mirror was subjected to approx. 800 individual vibrations. 
In the test series 5, a determination was to be made whether 
further resonance points can he found at higher (r~quencies. While 
th~ resonance point at 160 Hz must be attributed to the flat springs 
SF 2 (Figure 3030/7), the resonance behavior of the springs BF 1 as 
well as the membranes was expected at higher frequencies. The 
resonance points, ascertained in the test series no. 5 are presented 
in Figure 3030/21. The scale in the two axes of the diagram are 
identical to those in the previous figure. The result shows that in 
addition to the resonance point at 160 Hz there is a further one at 
640 Hz. It cannot be stated with certainty whether this is the 
second overwave of the base vibration, since it exhibits exactly a 
multiple of four, or whether this resonance was caused by another 
of the participatinq flat springs. Moreover, the result shows that 
the resonance behavior at 160 Hz is greatly disrupted in contrast to 
the recordings up to now. The amplitude of x is greatly reduced, 
pointing to a beginning decoupling of the mir~or. The othAr curves 
arc overlapped by effects of higher frequency, diso pointing to the 
initiation of mirror support destruction. The amplitude of x is /~.? 
over-controlled in between, so that no maximum value can be r~ad off 
in this case. As the values of torsion and tipping (Table 3030/1), 
measured with the collimator, show, the destruction of the mirror 
support must have begun in test no. 2. After test no. 3, the 
measured deformation is increased to a double value, after test no. 4 
the torsion hDs a substantially higher value. 
In spite of beginning destruction of the mirror mounting, an 
attempt was still made in another assembly of the mirror on the 
shake table to determine the resonance point in the case of radial 
sine excitation. The low-frequency excitation up to 100 Hz at the 
beginning with a constant maximum value of 0.5 g already led to the 
fracture of one of the springs BF 2. 'fhe tests had to be sIlbsequently 
discontinued. 
The result clearly points to the fact that the springs BF 2 
must be strengthened. Moreover, this elastic member must be designed 
in such a manner that the torsion motions of the mirror are substan-
tially limited: i.e. no translation may occur involving both mounting 
pojnts of the spring BF 2 1n relation to one another. A reconstruc-
tion of the mounting groups and a repetition of the vibration test, 
as would have been desirable, was not possible with the means in 
phase B. 
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Figure 3030/20: Resonance behavior of the main mirror in the 
case of axial sine excitation registered in the 
sampling procedure at 0.5 9 (test no. 4) . 
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Supplementar;t Remarks 
All natural frequencies were dttermined in a later stage. using 
the thermal model of the main mirror in such a manner that the mlrror 
was net subjected to any dangerous excitation, but was merely excited 
by a light blo"/ with i" rubber hammer. The following frequencies were 
recorded: 
transverse, perpendicular to a flat spring 
transverse, parallel to a flat spring 
axial 
torsion 
AP lQ_4_0_Thermal Behavior of the Main ~if!P.£ 
48 Hz 
77 Hz 
125 Hz 
78 Hz 
AP 304J. 
-----
Calculation of the Temperature Differences of t~~ 
S tat fOiiaryca §l~ 
An nodal model was selected for the thermal calculatio~s 
in the main mirror with nodal numbers in a radial cross-
section of the mirror to be found in Figure 3040/1. Each intersec-
tion represents a ring around the axis of the mirror, havinq multiple 
values with respect to thp azimuthal angle. An angle resolution 
along the nodal rings is only relevant in the case of an 
asymmetrical radiation load on the mirror or in the subsequent calcu-
lation stage in the case of a study on the thermal effect of the 
head conductors with azimuthal discreet distribution. 
The first computation on stationary temperature distribution in 
the mirror surface was carried out under the assumption of two con-
centric rings of heat conductors on the lower side of th~ mirror with 
the radii 150 and 206 mm. The discreet distribution of the heat 
contacts was not first taken into consideration in the calculation 
model, but instead an enclosed heat conductor cylinder was assumed, 
in which only axial heat conduction was permitted. The heat conduc-
tivity of the cylinder was selected at a value corresponding to 18 
individual sensors in the external clrcle of the total heat conduc-
tion with characteristics taken from the first measurement results of 
the Linde Company. This result, later proving to be defective, 
contains values situated exactly one order of magnitude above the 
realistic values. The base points of the heat conduction cylinder 
were placed at a temperature of 1.6 K. The calculation results for 
the cases of homogenous and inhomogenous radiation, as well as an 
explanation of radiation distribution in the asymmetrical case can 
be seen in Figure 3040/2. The radiation was assumed within the useful 
surface of the mirror of 400 mm diameter. The total capacity absorbed 
by the mirror amoL·:::ed to 15 mW for this and all subsequent calcula-
tions. 
I 
1 
l 
mJ 
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Figure 3040/1: 
Key: 
a. utilized ar~a 
Intersection model for the thermal calculations in 
the main mirror. In the half section presented, 
each intersection represents a concentric ring around 
the mirror axis. 
Th( inhomogenous or asymmetrical case of radiation was dimglated ~ 
by the reduction in rgdiation capacity from the azimuth angle 0 to 
the azimuth angle 180 in the form of a cosine distribution (compare 
Figure 3040/2). The radiation densities are constant along each 
radius in lhis case. 
In the case of homogeneous radiation, the coldest poi,nt in the 
mirror surface is situated at the node' 91, as expected. The 
warmest point, i.e. the point of poorest heat dissipation, is fon:J 
in the nodal circle 1 at the hole edge. A monotone drop in tempera-
ture domlnates from there up to node 64. The greatest tempera-
ture difference in the utilized mirror surface amounts to 0.109 K. 
In the ca8e of asymmetrical radiation, the area around the azimuth 
angle 180 is the coldest point, as expected; it achieves almost the 
temperature of the heat conductor cylinder base points. While the 
temperature difference in the individual radii is less than in the 
case of homogeneous radiation, the temperature difference between the 
azimuths 00 and 1800 is substantially greater and is situated at 0.43 K. 
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o Temperaturen der Spiegeloberfl~che in K bei einer homagenan Temperatur der 
Tnstrumentenplatform von ',600K. 
d Knot.n Nr. 9' 
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ner Einstr. 
g bei .eymm. 
Einetr. 
64 • 
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e 
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Figure 3040/2: Mirror temperatures in the stationary case with a 
radiation of 1') mW in total. 
Key: 
a. asymmetrical radiation 
b. (constant within each individual radius) 
G. t('mpcr.:.tut'f't) of tile mirror sllrface in K '::It an hUllloqeneous tempera--
tUl'l,;' of tb0 instrument platform of 1,600 K. 
d. intersection number 
e. greatest temperature difference 
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f. in the case of homogeneous radiation 
g. in tbe case of asymmetrical radiation 
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Both heat conductor cylinders were shifted to smaller radii in 
the second calculations. The calculations were now carried out with 
the realistic measurement results of the Linde Company (Table 3040/2). 
The conductivity of cerodur gained in the measurements conducted by 
l.inde were also included in the calculations. In the expectation of 
a substantially poorer calculation result in this respect, the heat 
conductor values of the copper litz wires were arbitrarily increased 
to a multiple of 7 for the value measured by Linde. Figure 3040/3 
presents the radii of the heat conductor cylinder, a cross-section of 
the mirror model and the graph of the calculation results in the 
case of homogeneous radiation. The distribution curve exhibits a 
considerable heat bulge, approximately in the middle between the 
heat conductor cylinders in the mirror surface. Since the tempera-
tur~ differences amount to more than 0.5 K in the case of homogeneous 
radiation, the case of a symmetrical radiation was not calculated. 
In a further computation, the numher of heat conductor cylinders 
was increased to 3. In the meantime, the calculations carried out 
by the Dornier system on temperature distribution in the instrument 
platform were available. They justified an increase in base point 
temperature of the conductor cylinder to 3 K. By this means, the 
studies extended into a substantially more favorable area of heat L61 
conduc t i v ity of the ma t(- [ ia Is involved. The hea t conduct i vi ty in the -
conductor cylinders, however, was again reduced to a realizable measure. 
Two calculations with different numbers of copper litz wires were 
carried out in the three concentric rings. The distribution of the 
conductors, as well as the graph of the calculation result .';Are 
presented in Figure 3040/4. Curve 1, in which only half of the 
heat conductor litz wires were assumed in the individual partial 
circles in comparison to curve 2, demonstrates no appreciable increase 
in temperature difference within the irradiated mirror surface. It 
is merely raised parallel to curve 2. On the basis of this result 
it appeared permissible to further reduce the number of heat conductors. 
In the final calculations, 9 copper litz wires were provided for 
the innermost circle of heat conductors, 15 for the middle circle and 
18 for the outermost circle. 'l'he base temperatures of the litz wires 
were again assumed at 3 K and the conductivities of litz and cerodur 
taken from the Figures 3040/18 and 19. Now several cross-sections 
of the mirror were plotted from these calculations resulLs, visibly 
containing isotherms. Figure 3040/5 first shows a temperature dis-
tribution in the mirror body in the case of homogeneous radiation, 
i. e. i 11 the case of absorption of 15 mW \·Ii th in a circle of 400 mm 
diameter. It can be seen from the diagram that in this area of 
radiation not even two isotherms are present, i.e. that the tempera-
ture difference is less than 0.15 K. 
The Figures 3040/6-10 show the temperature distribution in the 
mirror in the CAse of asymmetrical irradiation. Beginning with the 
azimuth angle 0 , where full radiation density dominates, a similar 
picture is shown to that in homogeneous radiation, only with the 
difference that the temperatures are shifted somewhat to lower values. 
With less radiation, i.e. in the transition to an azimuth angle of 
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Figure 3040/3: Course of temperature on the S 1 surface in the case 
of homogeneous radiation and cooling through conductor 
rings hetween the intersections 10 and 19 or 64 and 73. 
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180°, the temperature differences in the mirror section ~ecome 
increasingly smaller. Finally, they are so small at 180 , that no 
isotherms of the selected temperature difference 0.15 K are visible 
any longer. Between the maximum temperature at the gzimuth angle 00 
and the minimum temperature at the ~zimuth angle 180 , a difference 
of approx. 0.7 K prevails. According to a communication of the GHW 
of April 23, 1980 to the MPIA in Heidelberg, the temperature difference ~ 
within the mirror surface may amount to 1 K. 
In a furthel' calculation, the concentric heat conductor cylinders 
were now replaced by discrete heat conductor litz wires in the calcu-
lated model. Figure 3040/11 shows the triple beam, symmetrical dis-
tribution on She back surface of the mirror. The three larger circles 
offset by 120 to one another, signify the position of the mounting 
component groups. The calculated results of the stationary tempera-
ture distribution in the case of homogeneous radiation now demonstrates 
very dramatically how the temperature differences between the conductors 
on the back side are still reduced considerably, while on the front 
surface of the mirror to a minimum. The temperature distribution along 
some representative nodal zones or nodal rings is presented in the 
diagrams of Figure 3040/12. In the nodal zone with the number 99 and 
in which the outer circle of heat conductors is contacted t a tempera-
ture difference of 0.33 K prevails between the contact point and the 
coldest positions of the zone. The greatest difference in the mirror 
upper surface exists in the nodal zone 19 (compare Figure 3040/1). 
The temperature difference at this point amounts to 0.01 K. At node 
no. 46, it has finally LL'come unmeasur ably small. When the rad ial 
and the azimuthal distance of the heat conductors are compared, this 
result is amazing. While these distances differentiate only insub-
stantially from one another, the radial temperature difference in 
the mirror surface is approx. 15 times greater than the azimuthal. 
In Table 3040/1, the radial and azimuthal temperature differences 
in the mirror surface in the case of homogeneous radiation are com-
piled again. Just as in Figure 3040/12, the data is limited to 1/3 
of the mirror surface. The given distribution is identical with that 
of the other two sectors. The maximum values of temperature are in 
the nodal zone 37 at 3.916 K, the minimum values in the nodal zone 64 
of the mirror at 3.853 K. 
Since placing a preference on solJered heat conductor contact~ ill 
was not yet fully justified at the time of the study conclusion, 
stationary temperature calculations were also conducted with cemented 
contacts. The measurement rpsults no. 4 of Linde in Table 3040/2 
served for this purpose. The distribution of contacts was the same 
as in the last calculations with soldered contacts (Figure 3040/13). 
These were also first replaced by concentric, homogeneous conductor 
cylinders in order to simplify calculations. 
The results of the calculations with cemented contacts are com-
piled in the Tables 3040/2 and 3. In the case 2f homogeneous radiation 
of a total of 15 mW, an average temperature of T = 5.028 K was reached 
in the mirror surface. The difference between the result with concentric 
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Figure 3040/5: Temperature distribution in the main mirror 
with completely homogeneous radiation. 
T ::::: 3.915 K, T. = 3.853 K. 
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Figure 3040/6: Temperature distribution in the main mirror in 
the case of an azimuth angle of 0 (complete 
radiation density). T = 3.805 K, T. = 
3.'743 K. max min 
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Figure 3040/7: Temperature distributign in the main mirror at 
an azimuth angle of 45 (85% of the total 
radiation). T = 3.706 K, T. = 3.654 K. 
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Temperature distribution in the main mirror at 
an azimuth angle of 900 (50% of the total radia-
tion). T = 3.458 K, T. ;:: 3.427 K. 
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Figure 3040/9: Temperature distributiog in the main mirror at 
an azimuth angle of 135 (15% of the total 
radiation). Tmax = 3.223 K, Tmin = 3.190 K. 
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Figure 3040/10: Temperature distribution is the main mirror i 
at an azimuth angle of 180 (radiation of 0) • 
T max = 3.134 K, T min = 3.093 K. 
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Figure 3040/11: Distribution of h)at conductors on the rear 
side of the main mirror in three concentric 
rings. The outermost ring has 18 conductors, 
the middle ring 15 conductors, and the inner 
ring 9 cunductors. 
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Key: 
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b. azimuth angle 
Azimuthal temperature distribution in the main mirror 
in the case of homogeneous radiation within r _ 200 mm. 
The arrows designate the position of the most adjacent heat contacts. 
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CZ 25001-0416 
a Knoten 
Nr. 
bAzimut:-
winkel 
0° 
+ 10° 
.. 15° 
+ 30° 
+ 40° 
+ 49° 
+ 60° 
-0,005 
-0,008 
-0,010 
-0,008 
-0,005 
-0,008 
-0,01 I 
Tab. 3040/1 
10 
-0,009 
-0,013 
-0,016 
-0,013 
-0,009 
-o,on 
-0,017 
19 28 37 
0,002 0,025 0,031 
-0,003 0,022 0,030 
-0,006 0,021 0,030 
-0,003 0.022 0,030 
0,002 0.025 0,031 
-0,002 0,023 0,030 
-0,008 0,020 0,030 
46 5S 64 73 99 
0,021 -0,001 -0,032 
-0,'1 -0,360 
0,021 
-0,00' -o,on -0,17 -0,694 
0,02' -0,00' -0,032 -0,17 -0,526 
. 
0,021 -0,001 -0,032 -0,17 -0,694 
0,021 0 
-0,03' -0,17 -0,359 
0,021 -0,001 -0,032 -0,17 -0,686 
0,021 -0,001 -0,03' -0,11 -0,359 
Azimutale und radialeTemperaturverteilung in der Hauptspiegeloberflache bei homogener Einstrahlung 
innerhalb r = 200 nun, bezogen auf Y = 3.88"5K. 
Table 3040/1: Azimuthal and radial tempe~ature distribution in the surface of 
main mirror in the case of homogeneous radiation within r = 200 mm 
related to T = 3.885 K 
Key: 
a. node no. 
b. azimuth angle 
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cOllductor cy1inde>rs and that with discrete conductor litz wires are 
insignificantJ they an" .ess than 3 mK. if, however, is 1.14 K greater 
than in the case of soldered ~ontacts. In contrast, the temperature 
varies in the utilized surface in the case of cement contacts only by 
28 mK, while it va~ies by 31 mK in the case of soldered contacts 
(Table 3040/1). The greater effect of the soldered contacts with sub-
stantially bettl'f conducting capacity therefore produces better cool-
ing of the surface, but also more greatly emphasizes the conductor 
distribution in the surface. 
The temperature distribution given in Table 3040/3 in the case 
of inhomogeneous radiation shows a variation of ~0.J21 K at an 
average temperature of f = 4.012 K. This is therefore approximately 
as great as in the case of soldered heat conductor. 
The calculltions show that the cemented contacts also satisfy 
the presently known thermal requirements. They only have the disadvan-
tage of producing an average surface temperature approx. 1 K higher 
in the case of absorbing earth radiation on the mirr<.H. 
AP 3042 Cooling of Main Mirror 
Calculating til<' coolin~ time iB carried out with almost the same 
nodl" UKH.h'l as prE'sented in pigLln: 3040/1. Only the node number ing of 
til(' he<:l t C( \l 1uc tor connec t ions W<:lS HI iqht ly supp 1e>men ted. The tips 
of the tri.:lI1gular cerodur rinqs theoretici'lly intended for the rear of 
tlw mirror are divid('d into two nodN1 with a distLlnce equal to the 
diaI11Pt"('r ()f t\w soldering points. '1'he modE'l ifiodifiC'd in this mLlnner 
in shown in ,i'i<;Hlr(> 3040/]3. '1'11<' bLlS(, points of tlw conductors are on 
till" t('mpr'rature .3 K. 
The calculation:. were> bLlsed on the course of tpmperatu::e of the 
inDtrument platform presented in Fiqure 3040/14. In this case, six 
Iwurs of cooling with liquid nitrogen, subse>quently another six hours 
()f cooLing with hC'lium and then t.lire(' hours of pumping off th~'> helium 
<:II"(' providNi. In the course of calculations, it is discov<:.·['t?d that 
this total of 15 hours is definitely not aufficient to l>ring the 
mirror even close to the> final temperature. 
Originally, an extrLlpolation of the final result was intended for 
limitinq the calculation costs. Sevf'ral alterations in the computer 
[>rogram employed in phase A, however, made calculations possible almost 
lip to the balancl~d state of tlw mirror. 
FigLlrC:' .3040/14 shows the ('ssential tempecature functions in rela-
tion to time in a summarized form. The black curve is the already-
mentioned COLlrse of temperature of the instrument platform, the red 
curve is the course of the warmest mirror node, the b~."l." curve is the 
course of the coldest, the green curve is that of th€··:fer,~nce between 
the WLlrmest and coldest point in the mirror multipliet~·.,' ten, and the 
red dotted curve is the thermal expansion coefficient Ut neroell'r. The> 
zero line of the latter-mentioned curve is situated at 2~O K; 100 K 
of their ordinate correspond to 5 x 10-7 K-I of expansion. The course 
is plotted indirectly over the average mirror temperature. 
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C !(noten-Nr. 
fl T 
1 
0,027 
10 19 28 
0,023 0,021 0,021 
17 46 55 64 73 82 
0,015 0,004 -0,01 -0,027 -0,086 -0,094 
a) Temperaturdifferenzen bei drei konzentrischen Warmeleitzylindern gemaB Abb. 3040/1J,bezogefi auf 
T = 5,028R (Mittelwert im bestrahlten Bereich). 
• 
C Knoten 
Nr. 
d Azimut- I 10 19 28 37 46 55 64 13 82 
winkel 
, 
0° 0,028 0,024 0,022 0,022 0,015 0,004 -0.010 -0,0:£1 -0,086 -0,09' 
, 
+ 10° 0,027 0,023 0.021 0.02~ 0.015 0.004 -0,010 -0,027 -0.086 -0.0··. , 
-
+ 15° 0.026 0.022 0,019 0,021 0,015 0,004 -0,010 -0,027 -0.086 -0,094 
-
+ 30° 0,027 0,023 0,021 0.021 0,015 0,004 -0,011 -0,027 -0,086 -0,094 
-
+ 40° 0,028 0,024 0,022 0,022 0,015 0,004 -0,010 -0,027 -0,086 -0,094 
-
+ 49° 0,027 0,023 0,021 0,021 0,015 0,004 -0,011 -0,027 -0,086 -0,094 
-
+ 60° 0,026 O,O~1 0,019 0.020 0,015 0,004 -0,010 -0,027 -0,086 -0,094 
-
b) Temperaturdifferenzen bei insgesaat 42 diskretcn Leitern gemaB Abb. 3040/13, bczogen auf 
T = 5,028K (Mittelwert im bestrahlter Bereich). 
CARL ZE'SS .... ~-. 
91 
-0,096 
91 
-0,096 
-0,091 
-0,096 
-0,097 
-0,096 
-0,097 
-0,096 
Table 3040/2: Temperature distribution in the mirror surface in the case of homogeneous 
radiation and cemented heat conductors. 
(Please see the following page below the table for Key.) 
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0"\ 
V1 
C Knoten 
Nr. 
d Azimu~ 
winkel 
o 
45" 
90 0 
135 0 
180 0 
0,292 
0,211 
0,015 
-0,181 
-0,262 
10 
0,297 
0,214 
• 
0,013 
-0,187 
-0,271 
19 28 37 
0,306 1),317 0,321 
0,220 :J,228 0,229 
0,012 0,013 0,010 
-0,196 -') ,202 -0,210 
-0.282 -1),291 -0,301 
46 55 64 73 82 91 
0,319 0,311 0,298 0,240 0,232 0,229 
0,227 0,219 0,208 0,158 0,151 0,149 
0,004 -0,003 -0,011 -0,041 -0,045 -0,046 
-0,219 -0,225 -0~2JO -0,240 -0,241 -0,241 
-0,311 -0,318 -0,321 -0,322 -0,322 
Table 3040/3: Temperature differences in the mirror surface in the case of inhomogeneous 
radiation according to Figure 3040/2 and cEmented heat conductors (3 con-
centric cylinders) in relation to T = 4.012 ¥. in a diameter of 400 mm. 
Key: 
a) Temperature d 1 fferences in the case of 3 concentric heat conductor cylinders according 
to Figure 304,/13 related to T = 5.028 K (average value in the irradiated area). 
b) Temperature differences in a total of 42 discrete conductp~~ according to Figure 3040/13 
related to T = 5.028 K (average value in the irradiated aiea) c -
c. node number 
d. azimuth anale 
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Abb.3040/13 Knotenmodell fur die BerechnQng der Abktihlzeit des Rauptspiegels 
Figure 3040/13: Nod2 model for calculating the cooling time of the main mirror. 
Key: a. conductors 
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Figure 3040/14: Courses of temperature and coefficients of expansion for cerodur as a 
function of cooling time of the main mirror. 
Key: 
a. temperature e. blue i. green 
b. cryostat temperature f. warmest mirror point j. linear expansion 
c. black 
d. coldest mirror point 
g. red 
h. ten times the maximum difference 
k. times (hours) 
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The curves demonstrate that the mirror is cooled to only 95 K 
after the 15 hours given. Eleven hours more are required until the 
mirror reaches the 3 K of the base point and the internal temperature 
difference (green curve) runs to the zero point. Table 3040/4 shows 
the temperatures of the extremely tempered nodes no. 36 and 91, 
respectively, in the last stage of cooling. 
a Zu tpunkt b Tellperatur dell 0 Tempe ra t u r des nBen AbKuhlbeginn warmaten Knotens kaltesten Knoten! 1n Stunden Hr. 91 Hr. 36 
20.00 53,434 K 44,148 K 
20,67 47,2 14 
'9,'83 21.3' 41,299 
'4.3 12 22,00 
'5.649 29,'96 22,67 30,608 25.079 
23,33 25,284 20,6 15 
24,00 20,006 16,274 
24.67 14,433 11,729 
25,3; 8,156 6,745 26,00 3,016 3.008 
Table 3040/4: Extreme temperatures in the main mirror approaching 
the end of cooling time. 
Key: 
a. time after start of cooling in hours 
b. temrerature of warmest node no. 91 
c. temperature of coolest node no. 36 
More clearly than the curves, the table shows how the last half 
hour of cooling brings the decisive step to the desired temperature. 
The remainIng difference between the base of the mirror and mirror 
surface has been reduced to 0.008 K; the differences below the 
surface are even smaller by one order of magnitude. 
Tension in the Cerodur 
The mechanical tension in the cerodur caused by the inhomo1eneous 
temperatures was determined at several points in the course of cooling. 
Impermissibly high tension occurred in those triangles in this case, 
introduced in the calculation model as coupling points for the heat 
4L 
m 
conduc;tors. This area was then studiEd separately in a locally ill 
limited model concentrically around the axis of heat conductors. The 
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results are found in the appendix of this report. When these triangles 
are excluded here, the three largest tensions are obtained near the 
triangles. They are presented in Table 3040/5 for six different stages 
in cooling. The greatest tensions occur after 22 hours at an average 
mirror temperature of 33 K. At 0.12 kp/mm2, this value is still 
sufficiently below the critical value. 
Zeitpunkt nach 
AbkUhlbeginn 
6,67 h 
7,67 h 
11.0 h 
1~ ,0 h 
19.3 h 
h 
F 
b 1m Spie~t!l 
227 K 
212 K 
160 K 
1.:.5 K 
56 K 
33 K 
:' max C 
kp/mm: 
O,OI0~ 
0,00802 
0,00762 
0,0222 
0,0127 
O,C0814 
0.0672 
0,0616 
0,0561 
0,0903 
0,0896 
0,0853 
0,06·.+3 
0,0613 
0,0590 
0, 1 ~ 1 
0,0807 
0,0440 
zwischen den 
Knoten Nr. 
5 6 1; 14 
4 ; 14 13 
2 1 I 10 
35 26 27 36 
4 5 I~ 13 
81) 90 99 98 
35 26 27 36 
4 5 14 t 3 
2 11 10 
35 26 27 36 
4 5 1':' 13 
2 11 10 
1 2 11 10 
2 3 12 1 1 
3 , 13 12 .. 
35 26 27 36 
:- 5 14 13 
.:.~ 35 3t . ~s 
Table ~040/5: The three indivjdual, largest tensions in the main 
mirror at six different stages in cooling (disregarding 
contact triang)~s of the node model). 
Key: 
a. time after start of cooling 
b. temperature in the mirror 
c. between the node numbers 
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AP 3043 Measure of Thermoconduction (82, 
The determination of heat transition resistance between cerodur 
and a metallic contact proved to be one of the substantial problems in 
the study, caused by an underestimation of the mounting technology. 
Within the framework of the AP, the exclusive study of soldered 
contacts was first intended, after this type of connection appeared 
useable in preliminary tests. These preliminary tests were conducted 
with a round cerodur disc, with baking silver baked into the finely 
ground surface at 5000 C for one-half hour. In a separate test, the 
permanence of a very pr~cise plane surface was proven after the heat 
treatment. Figure 3040/16 shows the interferogram of this surface 
hefore and after tempering. The treatment causes no visible altera-
tions in the interferon picture. 
The contacts all consisted in the invar nipples presented in 
Figure 3040/17, into which the copper litz wires had been solidly 
soldered. These were varied insofar as the nipples were first drilled, 
but later only provided with sack holes. Soldered copper nipples dropped 
off with partial cooling without application of force. The first invar 
nipple s()ldered onto the test disc with special soft solder and special 
flux and with a hole was qu(>nched three times in liquid nitrogen .:.lnd 
then demons t r a t<,'d a tells i Ie streng th of more than 20 kp. Encour aged 
by tllis result, the samples for the measurements of the Linde Company 
were also treated in this manner, but with the difference that they 
were etched with fluoric acid before soldering to ensure frE'edom from 
cracks. It could then be assumed that etching or the insufficient 
utilization wC'rC' the cause for this solder defect. Subsequently, only 
half of tile circular test disc was etched, rlJ:lltr.::llized for ten minutes 
il1 cold 1',l~1.)CO so' dt ion and 16 hOllffi in warm wate!'. 'rh(l soldered 
condllctor ~ra~ked on tllis etched surf~ce after qllenching in nitrogen 
at F := r).s kp, on tile llnetched, grollnd surface at 7.5 kp. Tlw "otched 
nipplo" crack~d without glass damagC' with silver and solder, the 
LHwtci1Pd nipple when three-fourths of the glass sllrface was broken. l~~ 
Althollgll the strengths did not differ substantially, etching does 
~ppear to have a negative effect on the connection. 
In a further preliminary test, the nipple was now provided with 
~,.1ck holC'~" ~30 that the c()pper litz wires with their greater thermal 
contractioll could not transmit any direct forces on the cerodur. The 
nipples were solderod onto llnetched surfaces. After a single qllenching 
in liquid nitrogen, one conductor ripped at 30 kp (!) with a large 
amount of qlass breaking off, the other, however, already at ') kp 
withollt glass breakage. Unfortunately, this resllit permits no systema-
tic conclLwions. Passing the coppC'r throllgh the solder layer, however, 
does not appear to be disadvantageolls so that the model for the heat 
transmission meaSllrements Were provided with holes passing through 
the invar. 
'rhe measurement set up agreed upon with Linde is shown in 
Figllre 3040/17. The cerodur sample consisls in a coillmn with quadratic 
cross-section with a constantan layer as heat condllctor vaporized onto 
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Figure 3040/16: Wave front aberration of a cerodur disc before and 
after baking of a silver layer for the solder 
connection with a heat conductor. Baking tempera-
ture 500 0 C, duration one-half hour. 
Key : 
a. before 
b. disc 
c. after 
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the surface. The heat conductor is soldered onto the lower side of the 
column and bent to a circle on which a support spring pulls. In order 
to replace the sample, the conductor ends in a small piece of copper 
screwed to the base plate. Near the contact and in the middle of the 
c~rodur column are temperature measurement sensors in holes, also in 
the copper piece and in the base plate. The four supports of the 
measurement table consist in steel of low h~at conductivity in order to 
minimize the thermal shunt to the conductor. 
The shape of the sample additionally makes a measurement of heat 
conductivity of the cerodur possible, not known in literature. In a 
stationary balance, the heat capacity supplied generates a defined 
temperature drop between the individual sensors, two of which are 
situated in homogeneous glass. The cerodur conductivity measured in 
this manner also serves for correcting the heat transition conductivity 
result, since it is unavoidable that this includes a cerodur path 
between sensor and contact. 
&£ 4 
The results of the measurements conducted by Linde are compiled ill 
in trable 3040/6. A total. of three samples were measured, of which the 
first were measured twice, i.e. with various types of measurement 
sensor contacts. The measurements were carried out in each case with 
two temperatures in a range below 7 K. In addition to both heat 
transition resistors R and R~ ?' the specific heat conduction of 
cerodur and the resist5R~e of tn~nneat conductor corrected by the 
cerodur path are contained in the table. R" is composed of the 
resistance series cerodur/soft solder/coppe~?Rird solder/copper/copper. 
fhe 12 cm long copper litz wire with a 2.3 mm 2 cross-section is in the 
third position; the last transition corresponds to that transition 
Rk discussed in AP 3052, contributing only 3.5 KW-l at 4 K. It is fl~D! surprising that the conductivity of cerodur is approximately 
five times less than the conductivity of quartz known from literature. 
When the measurement results are plotted in a diagram, it appears that 
the plateau of conductivity characteristic for quartz glass at 5 to 20 K 
(Figure 3040/18) does not occur in the case of cerodur. On the other 
hand, the conductivities at high temperatures are in complete agreement 
with those of quartz. 
The transition resistors of the soldered contacts corrected by 
the measured cerodur path are plotted in F~gure 3050/19. In measurement 
one, the insufficient contact of the sensor becomes apparent in the 
form of a greatly deviating course. Measurement 2 produces an exact 
inverted temperature law, while measurement 3 contains il power of 
t difficult to explain. It is also not understandable that the inverted 
temperilture result pointing to conductance of electrons supplies the 
higher resistances. The more 3rbitrary than systematic results are 
a challenge to further activity in this area. 
The cemented contact is so far belOW the valUeS of the soldered 
contact in ~onducttvity, that it was not plotted in Figure 3050/19 
and would probably hardly be employed. 
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Figure 3040/17: Measurement device for determining the heat transi-
tion resistance Rk 2 between cerodur and copper and 
the thermal condu~~~vity of cerodur. 
Key: 
a. temperature measurement points 
b. cerodur 
c. pipe 
d. heat conductor 
e. copper 
f. heating layer, constantan 
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Table 3040/6: Compilation of the results of heat resistance measure-
ments with cerodur/copper contacts conducted by the 
Linde Company. 
Key: 
a. measurement number 
b. typP. of sample 
c. cerodur sample; thermometer not cemented, nipple soldered 
d. cerodur sample: thermometer cemented, nipple soldered 
e. cerodur sample: thermometer cemented, nipple cemented 
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Figure 3040/18: Dependence of temperature on heat conductivity of 
cerodur according to various measurement results of 
Linde. 
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AP 3044 Strength of the Thermal Contacts 
A report was presented in the preceding AP on preliminary tests 
on the tensile strength of cerodur and metal combinations. No system 
can be recognized, as was mentioned there. The only thing which is 
not subject to doubt is that a defect in the contact occurring in the 
cooling process is not cured during reheating and therefore remains 
accessible to a measurement when he~ted. 
In the preliminary tests it still remained open whether additional 
~ooling from the temperature of liquid nitrogen to that of liquid 
helium causes SUbstantial alterations in strength. The following 
tensile strengths were ascertained in the samples measured by Linde 
and cooled to approx. 2 K after reheating (numbering according to 
'rable 3040/2): 
Tensil~ strength of the first saruple according 
to measurement no. 2 (soldered) 
Tensile strength of the second sample according 
to measurement no. J (soldered) 
'rensile strNlgth of the first sample according 
to measurement no. 4 (cemented) 
< 
> 
0.2 kp 
18 kp 
1.5 kp 
A relationship to the measured heat resistances exists only 
insofar as the soldered sample of less strength exhibits the higher 
resistance. A greater difference in resistance, however, would be 
expected from the large differences in strength. A substantially 
greater strength was expected from the cemented sample, after results 
of other cemented connections (see AP 3074) had favorable results. 
The cemented connection hdd to be rejected, not only because of the 
poor conductivity but also due to thC' lack in strength, althc'1gh 
proven only in one case. A decision was subsequently made to solder 
all heat conductors with continuous copper litz wires. 
AP 3045 Constructjo~ of the Heat Conductors 
On the basis of knowledge in the last two Apls, the h~at con-
dUctors are now designed in the form presented in Figure 3040/20. 
The copper litz wire is soldered in the invar nipple with a hard 
solder of high heat conductivity, so that it first projects on the 
subsequent soft solder side. After hard soldering, this side is 
facr8 and tin-plated with phosphoric acid dS flux. 'J'he entire con-
tact must then be cl.eansed from the remaining flux through extraction. 
Only then can the nipple be soldared onto the baking silver of the 
ccrodur with an extremely mild flux. In this case, even light over-
heating already appears to be damaging to the durability of the 
soldering point. 
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Figure 3040/20: The type of cerodur/copper contact employed in the 
GIRL 
Key: 
a. litz of electrolyte copper 
b. solder point 
For the Sy~i tematic stlldy of soldered connection strengt.h yet to 
be undertaken, the study of the effect of the followi~g parameters 
is recommended: baking temperature of the silver, type of dewaxing 
of the cerodur, type of cerodur surface, solder temperature and type 
of neutralization of the flux. 
Thick ~opp~r discs are conneCl~(' to the litz wires with hard 
solder in order to connect the copper litz wires with the copper 
str ip functioning as busbar. They are screwed t.o the str ips i',) a 
special manner. For reasons of simplicity, a single hole mounting 
is employed for this purpoae. An invar disc is inserted so that 
commercially available oteel screws can be employed (see Figure 
3040/21), with a thickness determined according to the following equa-
tion so that the total contraction of the screw is identical to that 
of the elements to be screwed during cooling. 
..... , 
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Figure 3040/21: Connection of the contact litz wires coming from the 
mirror with the busbar for the connection to the 
instrument platform. 
Key: 
oJ.. 1(>ng th e. steel screw 
b. coefficient of expansion f. busbar, copper 
c. copper litz wire g. invar disc 
d. copper disc 
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AP 3051 Concept of the Support 
Af ter the dur abil i ty of the solder cormec t i,ol1s be tween invar and 
cerodur had been proven in principle, as described in AP 3044, such a 
connection was provided between the mirror and mounting in the first 
concept of the collection mirror supports. This concept was first 
based on preliminary data of the MPI ~or astronomy in Heidelberg, out-
dat.0d in the meantime. Tbe data assumed two CYlindrical iron cores 
opposite to one another, alternating pull by the electromagnetic coils 
of the chopper. The mounting concept which would have made an assembly 
of the iron cores at the mirror possible is presented in Figure 3050/1. 
A decisive condition for this and the following concepts is that the 
axis of rotation of the chopped mirror is centered in lhe plane of 
gravity of all moveable parts. All concepts are to be designed ill such 
a way that no additional balance weights are required to satisfy thi~ 
80 
; < 
condition. This had the consequence fOL the first draft that the 
pivot had to be shifted into the mirrur. When it is considered that 
the central area of the collection mirror within a diameter of 24 mm 
is shaded by the shading effect in the incident parallel bundle, this 
area can be well utilized for a recess to accommodate the pivot. De-
formation of the mirror, caused by the reduced wall thickness of the 
central area is then not critical. Complete penetration, however, is 
not permissible for reasons of light scattering. 
An important component element of the first mounting draft is a 
six-pointed star of invar, supporting flat springs on three arms 
connected to invar discs which are soldered in cylindrical indenta-
tions of the mirror base. The two magnetic iron cores are located 
on the cpposite side of the star. Two further arms of the star serve 
merely to provide the configuration with symmetry. Two brackets 
extend front the star into the depressions of the mirror (in Figure 
3050/1 below), on which 2 universal spring joints are mounted. The 
fixed ends of the univer~al spring joints are mounted in a socket 
extending into the central hole of the six-pointed star. 
In the presentation of the concept of the collection mirror 
support, an expansion compensation between the six-pointed star and 
the cerodur mirror was first disregarded. The dimensions were chosen 
in such a manner that the deformation of the 3 flat springs would be 
almost identical at room temperature and at 10 K, leading to a radial 
expansion difference of approx. 20 ~ at both temperatures. When the 
calculations or an experiment demonstrate that this load on the mirror 
body is impermissible, it would be relatively simple to design the 
points of the star in such a manner that compensation ele~ents of 
a]<uminum can be inserted. 
The result of weight estimation of the moving parts in the first 
mounting draft at the intended weight limit of 200 g cannot be 
ma in ta ined. 'l'he mir ror body had already been subjected to a reduc·-
tion in weight and has a weight of a~prox. 240 g in this form in addi-
tion to 60 g of the metallic parts. The further studies on collection 
mirror mounting were oriented toward an improved mcJel of the chopper. 
In this model, the cylindrical iron cores are replaced by bean~shaped 
core yokes. The center of gravitj of the moving system is shifted 
substantially to the rear by their larger weight. In the meantime, 
the necessity for a l~rger mirror thickness compared to th~t in the 
first draft of the assumed mounting had been recognized from AP 3055 
(compare the text there). Although the mirror no longer has any 
$ 
larger depression in the center, the thickness still had to be increased 
to 15 mm. 
A survey of the second mounting draft is shown in Figure 3050/2. 
It is supplemented by two views in the figures 3050/3 and 4. Since 
the final dimensions of the collection mirror baffle was not yet 
available at the tirre of these studies, a diameter of the chopper 
housing projecting b~vond the collection mirror was considered per-
mis~ible with respect to a standard baffle. The consequences of 
automatic focusing~ as is explained in more detwil in AP 3063, are 
already included in the draft. Figure 3050/4 shows the arrangement 
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Fig ure 3050/1: First draft of the collection mirror support 
(scale 1:1) 
Key: 
a. cemented connecti9n 
b. iron core 
c. universal spring joint 
d. axis of rotation (turned in the 
plane of the drawjng) 
e. depression in the mirror 
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of the magr 2tic coils and the iron cores of the chopper. In the 122 
remaining space between the coils acting alternately, an assembly 
bridge is provided mounted on 4 synthetic material compensators. 
These compensators are the essential members for automatic focusing. 
Their length was optimized In AP 3063. The chopper housing and the 
bridge consist of invar. The two supports for the fixed ends of the 
universal spring joirt are attached to the bridge. Calculations on 
the center of gravity produced the result that the axis of rotation 
must be situated approximately in the rear surface of the mirror. 
The cage can be seen in Figure 3050/3, in the depressions of 
which first the 3 aluminum compensators are situated for the assembly 
of the support springs for the collection mirror and on which the 
magnetic yokes are mounted on the one side and the moveable ends of 
the universal springs joints arp mounted on the other s.de. This 
cage also consists of invar. 
In the attempt to create a form-fitting design for the support 
of the collection mirror, the type of mounting selected for the main 
mirror could not be considered. The finishing method of the back 
cut sack holes in the rear surface of the mirror could not be applied 
to the small dimensions of these holes. In the third draft for the 
collection mirror support, the mirror was therefore provided with a 
circular bar unto which 3 support claws engage from the outside. These 
are of a weak elastic design and are screwed to the invar cage in a 
similar manner to the flat springs in thp second draft via aluminum 
compensation elements. A schematic cros~-section through the third 
mounting draft is shown in Figure 3050/5. With the exception of the 
mounting of the mirror, the entire concept is similar to the second 
one. The diameter of the chopper housing was reduced so that the 
housing is situated in the shadow of the collection mirror. Due to the 
s:iffening effect of the circular bar on the rear side of the mirror, 
the mirror could be provided with a central rear depression, similar 
to the one in the first draft but this time for reasons of weight. 
The stiffness of this mirror cross-section was selected with the aid 
of rough estimations in such a manner that it corresponds to the 
massive mirror in the second mounting draft. In the left edge of 
Figure 3050/5, a small portion of the counterbalance weight is still 
visible, vibrating in the phase opposite to the mirror for the purpose 
of compensating the mirror moment during the oscillation. This will L!PI 
probablv consist of an aluminum plate, hold with universal spring 
join ts cll.": .... .3 the mi r ror . Thi s pIa te is exc i ted wi th the same 
magnetic yokes as are mounted on the cage of the mirror support. 
A sketch of the heat conductor system is presented in Figure 
3050/6, as it is intended on the rear side of the collection mirror. 
Four invar nipples are soldered on the smooth ring zone near the 
edge of the mirror, not with copper litz wires as irl the main mirror, 
but with short copper rods soldered in the holes, connected directly 
to an annular bar of copper sheet. The nipples therefore serve 
simultaneously for supporting this bar. Two further nipples serve 
for cooling the middle of the mirror. They are located on the smooth 
base surface of the central depression of the mirror rear surface. 
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84 Figure 3050/2: Second draft of ~he collection mirror support (scale 2:1) 
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Fiqure 3050/3: Second draft of the collection mir,or sunport. 
View A-B (compare Figure 3050/2) 
1 
Key: 
d. universal spring joint b. magneti~ y_ke 
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a. compensators for focusin<;) 
b. magnetic coils 
Figure 3050/4: Second draft of the collection mirror support, 
section C-D (compare Figure 3050/2) 
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Figure 3050/5: Third dr&~t of the collectio mirror support 
(scale of 2: 1) 
Key: 
100 
a. focus compensators c. support claws e. counterbalance 
d. univers~i spring joint weight 87 b. heat conductor bars 
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They arc also soldered to strips via copper rods, leading to the 
outer copper ring. At the top and bottom of the figure the guide 
strips of the annular busbar are visible, situated in the axis of 
rotation of the mirror. They are then led further into the hollow 
spaces of the tripod. Since these leads are situated in the axis of 
location, they are merely subjected to slight torsion when the mirror 
vibrates. The force of torsion and therefore the cross-section of 
the copper strip depend on the conductivity of the copper quality 
employed. It is only mentioned here on the constructive design of 
this conductor system that the circular bar is bent at right angles 
twice at both sides of the nipple, so that the differences in expan-
sion between copper and cecodur is compensated in the case of light 
exersion of force. More details on this subject follow in AP 3056. 
Wp_!St~ts 
The weights for the individual component groups listed in Table 
3050/1 result from the data of the MPI for astronomy as well as from 
the estimations using the third draft of the collection mirror support. 
In the case of the weight of the counterbalance weight vibrating in the 
phase opposite to the mirror, it was first assumed that this has a 
similar distribution of mass as th~ collection mirror. A reduction 
could be undertaken when the counterbalance weight would be optimized 
to the maximum momE'nt of inertia and minimum total mass. The sum of 
ttlE' we igh ts from rfable )050/1 amoun ts to approx. 2.3 kp and is there-
fore higher by 15% than indicated by MPI. 
Table 3050/1: Weights of the component groups in the third draft of 
th(~ collect.ion mi nor supp~r t. 
rH r r 01' body 
Invar cagE' 
2 magnetic yokes 
Heat conductor system, complete 
Magnetic coi~~ including cores 
Chopper housing including focus 
compensators and assembly bridge 
Counterbalance weight, complete 
Total weight of chopper and 
collection mirror 
AP 3052 Thermal Balance of the Collection Mirror 
285 g 
160 g 
37 g 
80 g 
700 g 
450 g 
562 9 
2,274 9 
and Chopper 
The power losses of the individual component groups were taken 
from a computer print-out of the MPI for astronomy in Heidelberg for 
th0 smallest and l~rgest given frequency and compiled in Table 3050/2. 
At the maximum am~litude of 10 arc minutes, 29 mW power loss occurs 
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Figure 3050/5: Heat conductor 
system on the back side of 
the collect~on mirLor in the 
third mounting concept. 89 
in the chcpper with a certainty factor of 5, when 25% of the power loss 
are added to the chopper. A power loss of 4.4 mW in the form of hys-
teresis and turbulence occurs in both core yokes in the mirror, i.e. 
in the moveable mounting part, al~o with a certainty factor of 5. While 
the maximum power loss in the chopper occurs at the operating fre-
quency of 10 Hz, it is produced in the mirror at 50 Hz. Still another 
I) mW /llust be added for the copper, drop~'.'~d at the switch relay, path 
pick-up and capacitor. In aeronomy operations, approximately the Bame 
radiation is absorbed additionally by the collection mirror :md by the 
main mirror. The minimum off-axis angle of 10 provides no substantial 
reduction. 
The thermal relationship at the collection mirror and chopper are 
presented in Figure 3050/7 and the maximum (Xlwet losses are plotted 
where they occurred. The heat dissipation system WI is provided for 
the heat source of chopper + cour.terbalance weight + electronicsJ 
the system W2 is provided for the heat source of mirtor + yoke A 
maximum of 34 mW can be dissipated by WI, and 13 mW by w 2, sillee 
the chopper is not in operation in the aeronomy case of radiation 
load. 
Heat: Transition Resistors 
Within th0 rram0work of the third intermediate presentation 
(MBB handout of April 16, 1980), measurement results on the transition 
resistors in metal-metal transitions were presented by the Linde 
and Dornier companies. The results provided by Linde show thdt the 
smoothly turned surface, of three surface types studied, provides the 
highest heat conductivity, while an electropolished sample is 4 times 
poorer and a qold-plated sample 20 times poorer in conducting heat. fl.Q} 
The advantage of the turned sample is apparently in the remainder 
roughness, suitable for penetrating the oxide layer at many points, 
therefore making it possible to conduct electrons. The latter is 
is ~onfirwed by the measured T proportionality. In the case of the 
electropolished surface, the surface pressure is apparently not suffi-
cient for breaking open the oxide layer, so that chiefly 
are conducted, [0flected in a measured T proportionality of 2:3. 
Since a nickel layer had to be applied in the case of the gold-plated 
sample for reasons of adhesion, a total of 5 metal-metal transitions 
participate, having a substantially more negative effect than slight 
oxide layers. 
The pressure of a metal-metal combination exerts a gre3t effect 
on the transition resistance in the low temperature range. The 
results provided by L~nde show an over proportional relationship 
in the case of the turned surface, and a more proportional relation-
ship in the two other types. Figure 3050/8 shows the depend~ncy 
measured by Linde of the contact conductivity between two turned 
aluminum surfaces with a raw depth of 1 m on teloperatllre and amc> ,'lt 
of tightening of the connection screw. 
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WM .Q 
Ampl itulie 
10 arc mill 
Amplitude 
1 arc min 
a Arb~it.frequenz 10 Hz 
b Hy!tere •• verlu.te 0,027 
in allen 8 Kernelementen 
c W1rbel.tromverluate 0,42 
in 4en fixen Kernen un4 
den JQchen de. Gegen-
gewichta . 
d Witbeletromverlu8te 0,18 
in 4f.Ul Jochen des Spiegels 
e Ghmsche Verluste 2,1 
in 4en 4 Spulen 
f Ohm.cne Verluete , , , 1 
in Zuleitl1llgen 
b Hystereseverluste 0,003 
in allen 8 Kernelamenten 
c Wirbelstromverluste 0,01 
in den fixen Kernen und 
den Jochen des Gegen-
gewichta 
d Wirbelstro~verluste 
in den Jochen des Spiegels 0,03 
e Ohmeche.Verluete 
in den 4 Spulen 
f Ohmsche Verluste 
in Zuleitungen 
0,' 
2,0 
50 Hz 
0,134 
0,84 
1 ,3 
8,2 
0,013 
0,09 
0,2 
~igure 3050/2: Guide values of thermal power losses during chopper 
operation (in accorda0ce with an informal notification 
of the MPIA of June 1S, 1980, for a collection mirror 
weight of 200 g). 
(l:ee Key on following page.) 
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Key: 
a. opec atillg frequency 
b. hysteresis losses in all 8 ~ore elements 
c. turbulence losses in the fixed cores and the yokes of the 
counterbalance weight 
d. turbulence losses in the yokes of the mirror 
e. ohmic losses in t.h~ 4 coils 
f. ohmic losses in feed lines 
• . 
a aegeng_wicht 
Chopper 
b ~nd Elektronik 
------..J.! -1o ch'L 
~\ gStrahlungeabsorption , 3 mW 
Figure 3050/7: Schematic thermal model of collection mirror and 
chopper with heat sources and lines for heat dissipa-' tion. Key: 
a. counterbalance weight 
b. and electronics 
c. compensator 
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g. radiation 
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Measurements were carried out by the Dornier system, corresponding 
even better to the transitions pr.ovidea at the collectio2 mirror. A 
strip of Cu 99.999% with a cross-section of 25 x 0.25 mm was pressed 
onto a surface of A1MgSi 0.5 - 1/3.3214 with an M8 screw. The contact 
surface amounted to 16 x 25 = 400 mm2 , the torque moment of the screw 
19 Nm. The result of three different measurements is shown in 
Figure 3050/9. 
When the result attained by Linde is converted to the unit of 
the contact surface, it is then 2.2 times better than the corresponding 
Dornier system result. In the following estimations on heat dissipa-
tion, the calculations are carried out with an average value of 
o . ': W cm - 2 K -1 wit h T = 4 K 
for a~l screw connections. In the case of a contact sllrface of 12 x 
12 mm , the contact resistance at 4 K would then be 5.1 Rkon1 - , • K\rI 
In addition to the transition conductivity of the metallic screw tIll 
connections, the conductivity of the homogeneous conductor material 
is of significance. ~he specific conductivities of some highly pure 
qualities of copper were taken from the literature and Are presented 
in Figure 3050/10 (curves 1-4). In addition, measurements were 
undertak~n by Dornier sy~tem with copper and aluminum strips, added 
to the diagram as curves 5 and 6. The measurement result for Cu 
99.999% deviates by more than the factor 3 from the value in litera-
ture for the pure, tempered material. For reasons of certainty, the 
lower of the two values is inserted in the following estimations on 
the collection mirror. 
When strips with a cross-section of 20 x 0.5 mm 2 are employed 
for dissipating heat, the strip resistancR in the case of a strip 
length of 80 em and a temperature of 4 K is 
Rband -a 
1 
'). • q 
Key: a. str ip 
80 1 
- ':1:2':1:2....;;;,. ~o-, .,., - - 36,4 1eW-
For the cerodur/metal transition, the pessimistic value at 4 K 
is produced from the results in AP 3043 
Rkon2 - 1240 KW-' , 
when the portion of the electrolytic copper 1itz wire (160 KW- 1 at 
4 K) is subtracted from the Linde measurement result. 
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Figure 3050/8: Heat conductivity of an aluminum-~luminum screw 
connection according to Linde 
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Key: 
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'd. temperature at the 
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Specific conductivity of metal screw connections 
according to th~ Dornie~ system. 95 
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Heat Dissipation 
When the heat dissipation line Wl from the chopper (Figure 
3050/7) is first examined, a series of four screw connections can be 
realistically expected here in the heat conduct~on system, in 
addition to the conduction strip of 20 x 0.5 mm Cu 99.999\, already 
assumed at a realistic length of 80 cm. This results in a total 
resistance of 
a 4 • e R _ ~O.4 ~J.1 
, •• - ftkon1+ band ~ AW 
a b 
Key: a. total 
b. strip 
at 4 K. Since the capacity leading away, how~ver, only amounts tc 
34 mW, a temperature drop of only 1.7 K is achieved over the entire 
dissipation system. This is completely sufficient, since on the one 
hand the temperature of the instrument platform can be assumed at 
3 K < T < 4 K and on the other hand, the chopper may achieve a maxi-
mem temperature of 10 K. Since the heat resistances become smaller 
with increasing T at least in an inverse proportjonal relationship, 
Rk ] and Rb d can still be doubled without exceeding the range ll@~t: of 10 ~~\. 
Care must be taken that the heat is taken up by the heat conduc-
tion system before reaching the chopper housing by establishing a 
clever contact of the chopper, the counterbalance weight and the 
o~her fixed heat sources, as is indicated in Figure 3050/7. More-
over, it was assumed in the previous considerations that the 
surface of the housinq facing th~ sky is mirrored optimally so that 
in the case of radiation reaching the earth there is no substantial 
absorption to be dissipated additionally. In the case of mirroring 
the absorption with 12 em diameter is approx. 1.2 mW. 
The heat loss of the core yoke is first directed into the cage. 
Heat is built up at the three flat springs connecting cage and 
mirror, on the same order of magnitude as the buildup at the uni-
versal spring joints between cage and bridge. The "yoke heat" 
is dissipated accordingly in approximately equal portions over the 
dissipation systems Wl and W2. Since they must flow over the 
compensators in the case of Wl and over the mirror in the case of 
W2, a direct thermal contact of the yoke would also be practical 
here. Compared to the results abo'vc, dissipation of the 4.4 mW 
is completely without problems and could be carried out over W2. 
The contact resistanc~s R between cerodur and copper are 
determining factors for the di~a'~ation of radiation. In the case 
of the 6 contacts planned, R = 1240/4 = 310 KW-l. The resulting 
temperature jump at 13 mW an~on2 4 K would then be 4 K. This contact 
number therefore appears to form the lower limit. More precise 
estimations on this problem follow in the next AP. 
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AP 3053 Cool-down Time of the Mirror 
The calculation of the cool-down time was combined with the 
determination of the tensions in the cerodur occurring during the 
cooling process as a result of inhomogenous course of the tempera-
ture. As in the case of the main mirror, a model of finite elements 
was select~d for the calculations, the structure of whi~h can be 
seen in Figure 3050/11. The model is simplified insofar as all heat 
conductors on the rear side of the mirror as in the case of the main 
mirror are collected to a concentric, homogeneous ring with a heat 
conductivity permitted only ~n the y direction. The cylinder has a 
total cross-section of 18 mm of a material, equivalent to the 
heat resistance of the measured cerodur/copper combination. The 
cylinder therefore corresponds to exactly 7.8 pieces of the measured 
connect ions (ind i v idua 1 cross-sectioi. 2.3 mm2). This is 30% more 
than intended according to Figure 3050/6. fIlS ~I 
The calculations were carried out with the temperature rela- "I~; 
tionships of the thermal expansion of cerodur from the final report .", 
of phase A (p. 16) and the heat capacity in accordance with the , 
following average values from data in literature for various qualities 
of quartz: 
a 
10- 5 W./gK 
a 
boi 2K 1 ,5 x bei 50K O. , 0 We/gK 
4K 1 .4 x 10.4 It lOOK 0.26 It 
10K ) x 10-} It 200K 0.55 It 
20X 1 ,8 x '0.2 It 293K 0.7~ " 
Key: a. at 
The values of heat conduction were taken again from the Figuras 
3040/18 and 19. 
Since the collection mirror must only be cooled to less than 
10 K, the third phase of cooling from 4 K to 3 K, as appeared justi-
fied in the case of the main mirror, was disregarded in the calcula-
tions. The course of temperature of the base therefore extends in 
the case of the collection mirror only up to 4 K over a total of 12 
hours in accordance with Figure 3040/14. 
The results of the cool-down calculation is presented in 
Figure 3050/12 by a computer printout. In addition to the curves 
of temperatures for the base (cryostat), as well as the coldest and 
hottest points in the mirror, the difference between the coldest and 
hottest points of the mirror multiplied by ten is presented. This 
first increases to a plateau of 6T = 8.5 K converting to a lower 
plateau of 6T = 2 K after six hours with a slowing of the increase 
in base temperature. One hour before attaining the final tempera-
ture, T drops to less than 1 K, and at the final point all temperature 
differences have disappeared, as far as the diagram shows. The 
remaining differences, however, are greater than zero, as expected, 
and can be seen in precise form from Table 3050/3. 
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Key: 
a. collection mirror 
b. cool-down calculations 
c. temperature 
d. cryostat temper.ature 
e. coldest point in the mirror 
f. hottest point in the mirror 
9. maximum difference times 10 
h. time 
••••• TEMPERATURE SvLU'ION ••••• 
NODE T,.t'P t\ODE T['4P 
1 4.0359 2 4.0351 
6 4.0176 7 4.0519 
11 4.0"86 12 4.068f:t 
! IME • 43200. 
NODE TEMP 
) 4.0325 
e 4.0551 
13 4.0000 
LOAD STEP. 1~ I'E~ATION. l CUM. Il~~ •• 42 
~ODE 
4 
9 
TE~~ 
4.03S0 
4.063Q 
NODE 
5 
10 
TEMP 
4.0396 
4.0635 
Table 3050/3: Final temperatures according to 43200 s = 12 hours 
cooling down of the collection mirror corresponding 
to 42 calculation iterations. 
It can be seen from the table that the greatest temperature /117 
difference in the mirror surface occurs between nodes 3 and 11 at 
0.0361 K and a difference of 0.0176 K remains over the heat conductor. 
With a better distribution of heat conductor~ as is provided ac~ording 
to Figure 3050/6, the differences in the mirror surface are still 
smaller. 
The maximum stresses in the cerodur were now determined from the 
course of temperature. The computer print-out in Table 3050/4 shows 
the normal tension SX and SY in the plane of the drawing from 
Figure 3050/11 of the rotation-symmetr ical :nodel. In addi tion, the 
shearing stresses TXY and the maximum values SMX, the mirlimum values 
SMN as well as the maximum shearing stresses TMX are given. The 
greatest value occurring is 0.24 kp/mm2 • The table shows that the 
greatest stresses occur after 2.8 hours, when the temperature difference 
also passes through a maximum. The calculated stresses are completely/119 
uncritical so that a cool-down time of 12 hours would also be 
101 
! 
I 
perminsible under this aspect. This model does not include stresses 
near contacts. 
The results of the cool-down calculations were so positive that 
it appears complet~~y permissible to apply the heat conduction system 
presented in Figure 3050/6 to the collection mirror. Further optimizing 
is therefore superfluous, at least in heat technology. T~e technical 
details are explained 1n AP 3056. 
AP 3054 Natural Frequency of the Second Mirror 
As in the case of the main mirror, the critical natural frequen-
cies are also determined in the collection mirror by the weakest 
member of the mirror mounting. According to Figures 3050/2 and 5, 
the rigidity of the flat springs attached to the mirror, of the cage 
and the universal springs joints are to be studied in any case com-
paratively in this respect. 
Flat springs for mounting the mirror are provided with a cross-
section b x d ~ 10 x 0.7 mm 2 and a length 1 : 8 mm. During cool-
down, they are deflected in accordance with Figure 3030/6, by 4 m, 
when the cowpensation of the invar cage in relation to the cerodur 
mirtor is carried out with aluminum and the support ring diameter 
amounts to 68 mm. A force of 0.4 kp is initiated temporarily in t~2 
mirror through this deflection. It completely without danger. 
The axial rigidity of the three flat springs results directly 
[rom the Hook law and is with the coordinates of Figure 3050/11: 
FlAy. b·t·! • 11900 kp/mm 
E is the modulus of elasticity of invar at 10 K (13600 kp/mm 2). 
The axial n'tural frequency f is then, in the case of a mirror weight 
of G = 0.34 kp including heat conductors 
F • g 1 V ' f ~A:I.G" • ;,1 kHz 
This frequency is reduced to 3478 Hz, when the natural rigidity of 
the mirror body is included in the estimation. The following trans-
versal and torsion frequencies are also obtained from the rigidity of 
the flat springs by including the mirror rigidity: 
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r .-. -'#' .... ". "' ........ .- " ,ci 'Ii 
.. 
NODE SX Sy lXY SMX SMN INX I!lJ 
1 -.14 -.23 .00 -.14 -.23 .04 .. 
l- .13 - -.24 -.00 .24 .ll • 05 .. 
a 3 - .01 -.02 .00 .OJ -.02 .02 II 
Zustand nach ,. -.03 .02 -.00 .02 -.03 .02 
2,8 Stunden 5 - .01 -.oz .00 .01 -.02 .01 
6 
-
-.03 .02 -.00 .02 -.03 .02 
1 
-
-.00 - -.01 -.00 -.00 -.01 .00 
8 -.01 .01 .00 .OJ -.01 .01 
9 .00 -.01 -.00 .00 -.01 .01 
10 -.01 -.01 .00 .01 -.01 .01 
~ II • .00 -.01 -.00 .00 -.01 .0' 
i 12 .00 .00 -.00 .00 .00 .00 k 
i, 
, NODE Sit sv TXY SHit !iNN hut a 
I -.08 -.10 .uo -.O~ -.10 .01 M 
l .01 .10 -.00 .10 .0' .1)1 ,. 
". b 3 .01 -.01 .00 • 01 -.01 .1) • r {. ,. 
-.01 .01 -."0 .Ol -.01 .01 ! Zustand nach 
-; 
.01 -.01 .00 .01 -.01 .01 ~,8 Stunden 6 -.01 .01 -.dO .01 -.01 .01 
1 -.00 -.00 .uo -.00 -.00 .00 
d -.00 .00 .00 .00 -.00 .00 
~ .00 -.00 -.uo .00 -.00 .00 I 10 -.00 .00 .00 .00 -.00 .ro 11 .00 -.00 -.uo .00 -.00 .O~ 
I~ .00 .00 -.00 .00 .00 .00 
- Table 3050/4: St~esses in the collection mirror tx:>dy, in defined states Qf cooling dmm. 
SX, SY normal stresses4 TXY shearing stresses~ SMX maximumoorma~ ,stresses 
-~ - S~-'!N minimuIIl ... normal stresses. TMX maximum shearing stresses. All values Oa .., 
in kp/mm2 •. 
...... Key: 0 
w i:l. condition after 2.8 hours b. condition after- 3.8 hours 
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transversal frequency 
" ~,~.""t"""'._~""~''''''\""_ ~ 
in th~ direction 
of a spring normal 
1584 Hz 
torsion frequency around the optical axis 
1929 Hz 
in the direction 
of a spring surface 
1584 Hz 
The relatively soft universal spring joints supply much lower 
frequencies. The rigidities of the type provided in the draft~ with 
3/16" diameter and 7.50 angle of rotation in two-part design can be 
seen in Table 3050/5. 
\/, p, 
v • 9000 pounds/inch • 161 kp/mm 
c 
v t • 
P • 
c 
Pt • 
P • a 
Table 3050/5: 
7000 " 125 " • 
'0,00 " 188 " • 
8500 " 152 " • 
11000 " 197 
., 
• 
° Rigidities of a universal spring joint 3/16", 7.5 . 
The smallest axial natural frequency of the collection mirror is 
given by the rigidity Pt' the joint is installed with a rotation of 
45°. G is 0.55 kp. 
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The rigidity in the direction H (Table 3050/5) is just as large 
as that in the direction v, producing a transversal frequency perpen-
dicular to the sl'pport axis which is just as large, since the latter 
is situated in the plane of gravity of the moving systems. In the 
axial direction of the support, Pa determined the transversal fre-quency. With the identical weight of the moving parts, f = 422 Hz 
is obtained. 
In estimating the torsion frequency caused by the universal /122 
spring joint, the distance of the joints is a decisive factor. In 
order to maintain the umallest possible depression in the mirror, a 
small distance is highly valued. When the calculations are carried 
out with r 2 = 16 mm in accordance with the drafts Figures 3050/2 and 5, the result is 
, 
t • '2'1T • 208 Hz 
This value, however, can only be an approximation, since the 
inertial moment of the system was set equal tu that of a complete 
cylinder with the diameter of the collection mirror. Accordingly, 
rg should not be decreased. 
In comparison to the flat springs and the universal spring joints, 
the rigidity of the cage is so high that the natural frequencies of 
the system caused by it are certainly higher than those of the joints, 
so that a complicated calculation of these values can be disregarded 
here. 
AP 3055 Deformation of the Second Mirror during Chopping 
In the deterlOination of the deformation, a tested procedure could 
be reapplied, alr ea'dy employed in another study. The procedure treats 
the surface deformation of a plate of constant thickness rigid to 
bending, mounted on several support points and carrying out sine vibra-
tions by one diameter. The RMS value of t.he total deformation is 
obtained by means of a finite-element calculation. With the aid of 
an examination of similarities, the results of a defined case can be 
converted to another one. The equation applies: /123 
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W = RMS value of the surface deformation 
G ,. 
d = 
1\ 0: 
f 0: 
h ;:: 
x = 
weight 
mirror diameter 
amplitude 
frequency 
mirror thickness 
support factor 
The support factors X result from the theory of thin plates. 
They depend 6n the number of points and on the geometrical di~tri­
bution. The mirror thickness is that of a homogeneous, cylindrical 
disc with the original weight. The maximum values of A2 and f.~ 
result from the computer diagram of the MPIA, Heidelberg, in 4 
Figure 3050/13. With G2 = 203 g, d2 = 112 mm, A2 = ±10 arc min., f2 = 50 Hz sine oscilla{ion, h2 = 8.2 mm and x2 = 5.49, the result for the surface of the GIRL collection mirror Is 
W2 • 22 nm RMS 
for the wave front: 
This value is somewhat too large and would endanger the picture 
quality of the telescope to an impermissible limit. On the basis of 
this knowledge, the average thickness of the mirror at 11.5 mm (draft 
1) was increased to 15 mm (draft 2). The new values are then G2 = 2~5 g~ h2 ~ 11.48 mm. The improved value of the wave front aberra-
t:ton 1S 
W2 • 24 nm RMS 
AP 3056 Construction of the Mirror Mount /125 
The construction of the mirror mount is closely connected to that 
of the chopper and is greatly influenced by the requirements of auto-
matic focusing. While the latter can already be comprehended based 
on the aspect of thermal expansion, the development of the chopper is 
still in the experimental stage. The work therefore had to be under-
taken with pr0liminary data, which also provided a mounting construc-
tion of the collection mirror with only a preliminary value. In 
addition, the collection mirror diameter is still controversial and 
will only res~1t from the BASC study on the stray light relationships 
not yet begun. 
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Key: 
Temporal course of the dynamic. quantities in 
chopping (according to data of the MPI for 
astronomy in' HeiCielberg). ,I 
a. acceleration forces 
b. driving current 
c. mirror motion 107 
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The result in the previous work packages have shown that the two 
last drafts for the mounting satisfy the presently applicable system 
requirements. The second draft (Figure 3050/2) is the more simple 
one and would be preferable when the positive connections at cerodur 
mentioned in AP 3044 were already reliable. Since this cannot be 
guaranteed before conducting appropriate test series, a decision be-
tween draft 2 and 3 is not possible now, unless it was forced by 
deadlines. Both drafts are therefore being further developed into 
stages ready for detailing work. The heat conduction system was 
merely completed in draft 3. 
Special constructive consideration is required by the assembly 
of collection mirror and counterbalance weight. The collectlon mirror 
must bt? assembled througll the chopper, since it cannot be drilled. 
Resetting springs and path pick-ups, however, must still be adjustable 
after installation. After the assembly of the mirror unit. the 
chopper housing is completed with the counterbalance weight. This 
has several holes for assembly. 
As can be seen from Figure 3050/14, the heat conductor busbars 
(compare Figure 3050/6) are positicned in the axis of rotation of the 
mirror and folded twice for reducin~ the torsion moment. They are ,(127 
clamped between two insulating synthetic material jaws in guiding 
then through the leading edge of the chopper housing. While one strip 
leads to the tripod in a straight line, th~ other is led along the 
circumference of the housing at an angle of 60°, until it is led 
into the tripod. It will depend on the type of heat dissipation of 
the chopper, whether two legs are available for the mirror. If they 
are needed for the chopper, the slighter amount of heat of the mirror 
can also be dissipated in a single leg with the appropriate redesign 
of the conduction system. 
The exact drawings of both collection mirror supports are not 
contained in this final report: they will be handed out separately 
if req ... ested. 
Open Problems 
It can be stated in summary that the following studies must 
still be carried out in order to reach a decision on the type of 
collection mirror support: 
1. The strength of the glass-metal combination in draft 3050/2. 
2. The effect of soldering (or cementing) on the mirror surface. 
3. In the case of a negative result of 1 or 2: strength of the 
circular glass ring in draft 3050/5, finishing technology. 
4. Vibration behavior of the surface in a model test with exact 
mirror geometry in order to supplement the simplifying calcu-
lations. 
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Figure 3050/l4~ On the construction of the heat conduction system 
in draft 3. 109 
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AP 3060 
Three-Legged Tubular Stru~ure 
AP 3061 Natural Frequency Calculations 
In phase A, several cross-sections of the tripod supports were 
already tested for rigidity and the natural frequencies of the system. 
In the meantime, new information has been gained on the leg cross-
section. On the recommendation of BASC, the cross-section is to be 
that of an equal-sided triangle with one side facing the optical axis. 
The model presented in Figure 3060/1 serves as calculation model. 
The supports divided into several nodes are connected at the foot 
points by joints, representing an adjustment device, to bending rods 
extending in the plane of the base plate and simulating a projection 
of these beyond the feet of the instrument platform. At the front 
c'ld, the suppor ts are rig idly connected to the copper housing. Shor t 
rods are located at the connection points in the direction to the main 
mirror, on the points of which the total mass of chopper and collec-
tion mirror is concentrated, so that it is situated in the plane of 
gravity of the system. In the nodal model, the rigid connections are 
applied in nodes no. 1, 2 and 3 or 19, 23 and 27, and the joints in 
the nodes no. 4, 9 and 14. The chopper mass is concentrated in the 
nodes no. 31, 32 and 33. The orientation of the coordinate system is 
such that the z axis is the optical axis and the x axis points to node 
no. 4. 
The calculations pr~duce the result that the vibrations are not 
limited to a defined coordinate, but rather that the movements are 
coupled with one another in several coordinates. The vibration forms 
also deviate from one another in the individual natural frequencies. 
The first calculations were made with a leg cross-section in 
accordance with Figure 3060/1. Invar was chosen as the material and 
the modulus of elasticity was inserted in the calculation at 10 K. 
'l'he sequence of the natural frequencies are listed in Table 3060/1. 
In spite of the relatively large leg cross-section, the frequencies 
are still somewhat too low. The cause for this is the mass of copper 
and mirror including the counterbalance weight, increased in the 
meantime to 2.3 kp. 
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Figure 3060/1: Nodal model in perspective for the vibration 
calcu 1('1 t- ions of the trIpod for the collect'1.o~n ~:\ 
mirro!' support. 
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••••• EIGE~VALUE (~AT~RAL FQ£.uE~CYt S~LUTION 
~ODE ,;lE"UE"-C't (CYCL£S/1IMEt 
'90.5733- .. 1 ll)21.911 1 64.915'545 21 
2 "4.9SSIt~ 22 979.026Cj 4i ,1)21.Q7l 
3 83.66'511 23 -l79.026~ ~J 3Jll.\I:)E" 
It IS4.297Cj 24 1053.112 44 3illf.1')4e: 
S 1'54.2QeO 25 10,.9.050 4':' ~') 1 C;. C;';lot 
6 160.2976 26 1089.05C lotf" "1~4.A9~ 
7 211.9l-3~ 27 HI4.l5e: ~7 "1"4.~Q~ 
e 211.91lcr 2@ Il91t.86e: ... ~ .. ~31.7';1 
.c;.. - . 239.561 et- 2e; 1395. e?l e .. C; ,.,,99 • ., .. ~ -
10 365.088: 3G IlQS.21e :'0 .. "J9C;.q .. ~ 
-1), 36c;..088~- 31 1649.28c ;;1 '+7~7.Aj~ 
12 452.5611 32 168S.31i~ ':;2 .. ..,12.97; , "I ~Ql~.~6(j 13 483. It};) 33 1~3S.3Sc '). 
14 483.1053 34 1732.1)60 ':) .. ';12C;.72l.f 
IS C;bl.2'59c 3S 1752.3); 55 "'~4'3.-)~ 
16 573.1311 36 11S2.J3~ '5t -.,1'\4'3.1:1)(: 
1 7 513.)312 '" 37 ?172.Siool14 157 ~OO~.~)'S 
18 132.8875 18 <lH."dt' ';H '1 -, .. e • '. {. C, 
19 834.! 587- )e; 2SS1.4~; 
20 834.1590 40 cC;5d.SS~ 
Table 3060/1: Sequence of the natural frequencies of the system 
collection mirror unit plus tripod. 
The Figures 3060/2 show the different vibration pictures in the 
first seven natural frequencies of Table 3060/1. It can be seen that 
in the two first, virtually identical frequencies, the amplitudes 
stand almost perpendicular to one another, but essentially the 
chopper mass is vibrating. In the next four figures, the motion has 
passed almost completely to the supports. In Figure 3060/8, the 
vibration form is finally mixed and can be analyzed only with diffi-
culty. The absolule value of the amplitudes depend on the degree of 
excitation and are also not comparable between the individual figures. 
In order to raise the natural frequencies, the leg cross-section 
was increased for the second calculations. The cross-section was only 
increased at the foot of the support to 40 mm on a side of the triangle 
and left at 30 mm at the end of the mirror in order not to increase 
the mass of the collection mirror unit any more than necessary. 
Corresponding to the nodal model, the tapering was carried out toward 
the front in five steps. In practical situations, this would be 
continuous. The natural frequencies, resulting with this stiffening, 
are listed in Table 3060/2. 
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Figure 3060)2: Vlbration pict.ure of the tripod in the C3se of 
excitation at 64.95545 Hz. 
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Figure 3060/4: Vibration picture of the tripod in the case of 
excitation at 83.66511 Hz. 
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Figure 3060/5: Vibration picture of the tripod in the case of 
exc.itation at 154.2979 Hz. 
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excitation at 154,2980 Hz. 
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Figure 3060/7: Vibration picture of the tripod in the case of 
excitation at 160.2976 Hz. 
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Figure 3060/8: Vibration picture of the tripod in the case of 
excitation at 211.9139 Hz. 
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Table 3060/2: Sequence of the natural frequencies of the tripod after 
improved cross-section of the supports. 
Th~~ lowest frequency is already close to the predetermined lowec 
limit value of 80 Hz at 77 Hz. The last fine details of the 
calculation are to be prepared after the final collection mlrror 
diameter and the final baffle weight are ascertained. 
AP 3062 Optimizing the Heat Conductors 
It was explained in AP 3052 that the decisive transition resis-
tance for the collection mirror cooling is the copper-cerodur cor.-
tact. It amounts to a multiple of ten of the heat transition resis-
tance of the 120 mm 10ng1 2.5 2 thick litz wire of electrolytic copper. 
A resistance of 36.4 KW- resulted for the approx. 800 mm long copper 
strips, running inside the supports of the tripod, when the s~rip 
consists of Cu 99.999% and has a crol3s-section of 20 x 0.5 mm. Even 
with only one such strip, the total heat loss of 34 mW at a tempera-
ture difference of 1.2 K at the strip ends could therefore be dissi-
pated. There are, however, three supports available for accommodating 
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three strips with a thickness, which could moreover be doubled with-
out difficulty. The necessity of optimizing therefore is not actually 
present. The strips could be led to the outside by appropriate slits 
in one of the three walls of the support. While the lower strip 
surface for screwing would lie directly on the instrument platform, 
a seam would bave to be created between support and collection mirror 
unit. 
AP 3063 Three-legged Construction, Adjustment, Focusing 
The connection of the tripod to the ba:::e structure of aluminum 
involves similar problems as the assembly of the main mirror. Because 
of the large differences in expansion, single hole attachments must 
be resorted to. It seemed reasonable to employ these for purposes of 
adjustment and it proved advantageous. The strips to be welded of 
invar with a triangular cross-section tapering to the front aimed at 
the bottom in a terminal plate with an adjustable screw connection to 
a counter plate. In the screwed plate there is a bolt of steel with 
low heat expansion, simultaneously providing a possibility for 
vertical adjustments. The two spherical discs at the lower end of L14l 
the bolt consist of invar for adaptation to the higher heat expan-
sion of the basic aluminum body. 
All experiments must be adjustable or the plane mirrors situated 
in front of them and independent of one another for the adjustment of 
the telescope with respect to the Cassegrain focusing. If this 
adjustment was undertaken with the telescope, it could be done for 
only one of the experiments. The focus of all other experiments 
would have to correlate with the focus of this one. Since this cannot 
be expected, an adjustability of the other experiments would be neces-
sary in any case. 
The collection mirror can be adjusted with the three adjustment 
sleeves shown in Figure 3060/9 in distance and angle to the main 
mirror. In this case, however, an off-set of the axis during tipping 
is unavoidable. It must be compensated by shifting the entire tripod 
in the opposite direction. The slip surfaces on the lower terminal 
plates of the supports serve for this purpose. After conclusion of 
the adjustments, the slip surfaces are cotter-pinned to one another. 
In order to facilitate the simUltaneous shift of all three supports, 
an auxiliary ring can be mounted at the feet of the tripod, also fiy.~t­
Ing the feet to one another by the appropriate rigidity in the relvase 
state. 
The adjustment possibilities serve the subsequent precise adjust-
ment by means of controlling the defraction image of an artificial 
star. They can probably be undertaken only under heat. They must 
be preceeded in any case by a rough adjustment with alignment telescope 
and collimator, guaranteeing by appropriate adjustment measures that 
all continuous adjustment devices are initially situated at the center 
of their adjustment range. 
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Reference system of each adjustment should be the main mirror 
axis and the top of the main mirror, after both have been roughly 
adjusted tor the experiment with the least shift possibility. It will 
still have to be tested in this connection to what degree the main 
mirror is reversibly fixed to this experiment focus after cooling 
and start load simulation. 
Focusing 
In order to make focusing after cooling superfluous, the follow-
ing requirement must be fulfilled in principle: 
1 
This means that when the focus distance g of the experiment El is 
reduced by 6g from the top of the main mirror (sec Figure 3060/10) 
by contraction of the aluminum structure, the top distance 6e 
between the mirrors must be increased by 1/24 of 6g (where m = 
the enlargement factor of the telescope = 5). This requirement can 
only be fulfilled when the supports of the tripod are manufactured 
of invar and not of titanium, contrary to the concept up to now. 
Moreov(;:>r, it is necessary that it be lowered to the base plate 
of the main mirror without intermediate aluminum parts. In order 
to attain the largest possible construction length h for over com-
pensating the invar shrinkage in cooling, the supports should be 
mounted as far as possible to the front of the chopper housing. 
An appropriate synthetic m~terial compensator and must still be 
inser ted. The presently known aimens ions and the i r temper ature 
alterations are given in Table 3060/3 in the left-hand portion. In 
cooling from 293 K to 10 K, the result is 
0.: • Zerodur .0.06 j'im/mm 
IThe alteration in focal length of the mirror, caused by cooling 
by 6f1 ~ 0.49 ~m or 6f2 = 0.16 ~m is not taken into account here 
because it is so slight. 
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As a condition for the determination of h (and n), it results 
that: 
h • Oc 1nv(·+d,+d2 +1 ) -~Volt n + CXA1u(n-l) - CXZ• r (d,04>d 2 ) + /l. 
C(Alu - CX 1nv 
When n = 0 is first inserted, the result with the dimensions from 
Table 3060/3: 
h = 80.3 mm and p - k = 746.3 mm 
d, 1 k g-ts 1 +1 +lq g d 2 n Ih-n j)-k 
Material Z.r. A1u Inv Alu Zer vollAlu lnv 
, 
a Lange gemaB (480) 
I 
55 1 ,5 53 370,5 I 1 1 ,5 0 80,' 746,' 
Konatr •• Stadium 
! 
10 52,0 728,0 
yom 25. 5. eo i 20 23,8 709,A 
Langenanderung +3,3 -6,2 ·'9,1 .1526.5 ;-'54e,51+o,; .;) 33' 268.7 
bei AbkUhlung ! I 
von 293 auf 10K I I I in um 
b 
I 
Tuble 3060/3: Compilation of the data important for automatic focusing. 
Key: 
a. length uccording to the stage of construction of May 25, 1980 
b. alteratIon in length during cool-down from 293 to 10 K in ~m 
When n = 10 or n = 20 rum is arbitrarily assumed, the reductions 
in structural height of the chopper given in the table are obtained. 
Disruption in Focusing 
When the above-given coefficients of expansion deviate by 2%, 
the shifts in focus given separately in Table 3060/4 for the telescope 
space and for the experiment space result. In the most unfavorable 
case, both amounts may be added to one another. Moreover, an addi-
tion of the different material effects is possible. Even assuming 
this worst case, however, defocusing would amount to only 0.3039 mm. 
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b SttSru!1g hinter 129 ,8 0,4 C 0,1 
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o S torung vor 45,6 122 105.6 0.4 
dem S1.Scheitel, 
b~zolen auf Fokus 
d G •• amt! torung 75.4 122.4 105.6 0.5 
lm ungUnltigsten Fal 
Table 3060/4: Defocusinq in m in the case of deviation of th0. coeffi-
cients of'expansion by 2% of the expected value in 
the most unfavorable direction in each case. 
Key: 
a. cause of trouble 
b. disturbance behind the 51 vortex 
c. disturbance in front of the Sl vortex in relation to focus 
d. total disturbance in the most unfavorable case 
An increase in temperature of all three legs from 10 K to 50 K 
produces defocusing of 72 ~ with a coefficient of expansion of 
-8.5 x 10- 7 (Dilavar Ni. 36). When voltalef compensator with a 
length of 20 mm and a temperature of 25 K, is subjected to an altera-
tion temperature of 5 K, the focusi~g is approx. 60 ~m with a coeffi-
cient of expansion of 2.5 x 10- 5 K • Finally, when the aluminum 
structure in the chopper is heated from 10 K to 50 K, this results 
in defocusing of only 0.2 ~m with a = 7 x 10-8 K-l. 
Considering the aspect of thermal expansion, automatic focusing 1146 
would therefore be possible by suitable dimensioning of the parti-
cipating structural elements with sufficient accuracy. Even a 
slight scattering of material data, a certain amount of heating through 
irradiation or chopper operation would have tolerable effects. It is 
uncertain, however, how large the possible irreversible portions 
of initial loads or thermal shaping are. The optical control of 
the shake model before and after vibration resulted neither in a 
representative or a positive statement on this question. The 
behavior of the improved shake model will not be decisive. Similar 
control measurements as there would also be desirable in the thermal 
model. In both cases, they would also be an important supplement for 
the evaluation of the constancy of the adjustment state (compare on 
this subject appendix 1). 
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Cassegrain Baffle 
In order to gain an idea on the simplest form of a Casaegrain 
baffle, a standard baffle was calculated "lith the aid of an optimizing 
program, providing minimum shading. The dimensions can be seen in 
Figure 3060/11. 
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Figure 3060/11: Dimensions of a standard Cassegrain baffle. 
AP 3070 
The Preparation of the Thermal Model 
The thermal model of the telescope consists essentially in the 
mounted main mirror provided with the heat transfer system. The 
collection mirror is not contained in the model. The supports of 
the tripodare simulated by short rods with a heat resistor mounted 
on a copper plate at the front ends. The resistors of the screw-
on type DALE, 330 ohm, 5 W, almost independent of temperature, 
serve to introduce the power loss of the chopper. Between the 
copper plate and the instrument platform (IP), provided by the 
, Dornier system, the thermal connection is established by a copper 
strip with a length of 207 mm and a cross-section of 10 x 1 mm2 . 
This corresponds to the conductivity of the subsequent original strip 
of 100 mm length and 30 x 1 mm2 cross-section. All conductor strips 
consist in 99.99% copper from the production of Carl Schreiber GmbH, 
Neunkirchen. 
The thermal model is mounted on a greatly simplified base plate: 
of AlMg5 with a thickness of 15 mm with a rolling direction positioned 
parallel to that of the IP in agreement with the Dornier system. The 
original component groups, according to Figure 3030/16 have been 
employed for mounting the main mirror. Figure 3070/1 shows the 
rear view of the mirror with the heat conduction system and 11 tempera-
ture sensors, produced by the Linde Company according to Zeiss data. 
The 42 heat contacts (distribution see Figure 3040/11) were soldered 
as shown in Figure 3040/20. During handling, however, 7 conductors 
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separated from the mirror again. 
since the baking silver had been 
cemented. They ace not situated 
thermometer. 
$ IU!¥ 
R~peated soldering was not possible, 
destroyed. These contacts were 
in the direct vicinity of the 
The cement contact of the temperature measurement sensor at 
cetodur was problematical. The durability was tested in preliminary 
trials with ~he adhesives Stycast 1266, Deltabond 155 and General 
Electr ic 7031 (EHH:! Fig'Jre 3070/2). According to these tests, aluminum 
housing proved unusable, so that titanium housing with reduced cement 
surfaces was recommended. The free space created in this manner was Ll1Q 
successfJ1ly utilized for accommodating ~he thermometer lines for 
the purpose of heat contact with a mirror (see Figure 3070/2). The 
windings were cemented with low temperature varnish from General 
Electr ic 7031. 
The arrnngement of thermometers and heaters as well as the plug 
connections for their connection can be seen in Figure 3070/3. The 
thermometers designated with simple numbers are directly connected 
to the plugs with 0.2 mm thick manganin wires, as are the heaters Hl-
H3. The distribution of the connections to the two 25-pole and the 
37-pole plugs can be seen in Table 3070/1. 
Key for Figure 3070/2: 
n. adhesive 
b. dimension 
c. titanium 
d. result 
e. after one ~ool-down with a tensile force of 500 g, tearing away 
of large pieces of cerodur 
f. after one cool-down, fell off, adhesive is completely on metal 
g. fell off during the first cool-down, adhesive distributed on both 
sur faces 
h. after cooling 5 times (93% of the total contraction of the TI) not 
ripped off with a tensile force of 11 kp, but cracks are visible 
i. titanium housing 
j. winding space for lines 
k. cemented with Stycast 1266 
1. recommended thermometer design, Ml:l 
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Thermometer )If' • KohlewilSerltand Nr. Stecke reP in Hr. 
'1' 1201 ,22 1 1 + 2, 20 + 21 
'1' 1202 ,220 , + 4, 22 + '2~ 
T 1203 }224 5 + 6, 24 + 25 
'1' 1204 ,222 7 + a, 26 + 2~ 
T 1205 3223 9 + 1O, 28 .. 29 
'1' 1206 321( 1 1 ... 12. 30 
+ " 
'1' 1207 3216 13 + 14, ~2 ... '3 
'1' 120a '214 7 + 8, 20 ... 21 
?' 1209 ;2' 9 .. 6, '8 ... 19 , .. 
'1' 1210 321 a , + 4, 16 ... 17 
T 12" 3215 1 ... 2, ,~ .. , 5 
T 1212 
• 
3'98 9 .. 10, 22 + 2; 
T 1213 3'99 11 .. 12, 24 ... 25 
C Heizer Hr. 1 
H 1 1 ... 2, 14 ... 1 ; 
B 2 , ... 4, '6 ... 17 
B 3 5 ... 6, 18 ... 19 
2 is 
Table 3070/1: Plug wiring at the main mirror thermal model. 
Key: 
a. carbon resistor no. 
b. plug pin no. 
c. heater no. 
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~ AP 3090 
Optical Testing of the Telescope and its Components /152 f 
AP 3091 Measurement Methods for Wave Front and Stray Light at the 
Cooled Main Mirror 
A procedure of laser interferometry has been employed for many 
years at Karl Zeiss for testing hollow mirrors with the advantage of 
determining the ascertained defect in the test sample both in amount 
and direction and also according to the location at which they occur 
on the test sample. In this testing procedure a Twyman interferometer 
assists in comparing the test sample with a smooth comparison standard, 
usually smaller in size. Fince the lengths of both radiation passages 
in the branches of the interferometer are often very different, it is 
necessary to employ a laser as light source because of its large 
coherence length. 
Figure 3090/1 shows the center of a test interferometer, in 
principle, for concave mirrors. The laser beam is projected with a 
microscope objective on a very small aperture. This aperture functions 
as artificial star. Behind the aperture a second, larger objective 
is located, again making the beam parallel. Both objectives taken 
together act as cross-section expanders of the laser beam. The expanded 
beam is now divided into two components in a beam divider, generally 
consisting in a partially mirrored plate with optimally demirrored 
rear surface. The reflected component is mirrored on the compdrison 
standard and reaches the camera through the divider plate. The com-
ponent passing through is collected by a further objective, usually 
termed diverger, in th~ curvature center point of the test sample. 
In the simplest case, the test sample consists in a spherical 
mirror. In the ideal case, all partial beams, originating from the 
curvature center point then come back into this. They are then made 
parallel once again by the diverger and now mirrored partially at the 
divider plates .in the camera. There they overlap with the component, /153 
corning from the compar ison standard. When the in ter fer orne ter is 
adjusted for parallelity of both wave fronts, an image completely 
without structure should be created in the camera. A slight inclina-
tion between wave fronts is introduced, however, from the quantitative 
evaluation of the image, so that in the ideal case, i.e. in a test 
sample free of defects, a system of equidistant straight strips is 
created. If these strips are bent at some points, this indicates a 
remainder defect of the test sample which can be correlated clearly 
to the location of origin by using the photo~raph. 
When the test sample has an aspherical surface, it cannot be 
expected that all partial beams reunite in the focus of the diverger. 
Since this is necessary, however, for comfortable evaluation of the 
interferogram, a so-called compensation system is introduced, consisting 
in several highly precise spherical lenses, compensating for the 
aspherical portion of the test sample. The system test sample + com-
pensation system can therefore be considered in its entirety as a 
spherical mirror. The compensation system is calculated and produced 
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individually for each test sample. The quality is tested with a 
Hartmann test • 
A topography of the wave front reflected from the mirror can be 
gained for evaluating the completed mirror from the photograph of 
the interferogram. An example for this is shown in Figure 3090/2. 
The lines of gravity for the interference strips in the Cartesian 
coordinates must be taken from the interferogram for the evaluation. 
A computer program calculates not only the lines of identical wave 
front deviation from these input data, but also the parameter of the 
Seidel astigmatism according to amount and direction of the astig-
matic axis. Furthermore, the program eliminates the tilting and 
defocusing of the interferometer. Moreover, the RMS value of the 
wave front deviation is calculated from the entirety of all individual 
defects. 
It is necessary to accommodate the GIRL main mirror in the 
cooled state within a helium cryostat for the test. The interfero-
meter, however, must be set up outside of the cryostat, because it is L.1.2.§. 
not cold-resistant nor does it permit adjustments in the cold. 
Accordingly, the cryostat must be equipped with a window of very 
high quality, since all defects in this window are included doubly 
in the test. 'rhe bendins of the window due to the outside air preg"~ure 
is not of concern for the test. As the size of the window increases, 
the structural length of the cryostat may be decreased. When a 
20 cm size window is employed, for example, the structural length of 
the cryostat must amount t.o 110 cm in the case of a Iliain mirror focus 
of 81.4 cm. In the case of a window size of 10 cm, a structural length 
for the cryostat of 142 cm would be required. 
The test of the main mirror at a low temperature fulfills, above 
all, the purpose of determining possible compulsory forces, transmitted 
by the mourting parts to the mirror. For this purpose, the test must 
be carried uuL with disassembled tripod. Setting up the mounted mirror 
with the veritcal axis would be greatly advantageous in this case, 
since the influence of the natural weight would then be reduced to a 
minimum. 
Secondly, the set-up could be employed for acquiring information 
on the shaping of the unmounted mirror through possible inhomogeneities 
of the material properties. Such a test would then not be required 
when the result of the test of the mounted mirror is positive. The 
test of the unmounted mirror would also have to be conducted with a 
vertical mirror axis, since the otherwise preferable band suspension 
cannot be applied at the mirror edge due to the great number of facets 
of the mirror body. Instead, the mirror could be positioned on 3 balls 
under the smooth rear surface. The window of the cryostat must ti~en 
be arranged above the mirror and the mirror is situated in the cryostnt 
in any case. The test beam is then diverted by a 450 deflector mirror 
from the interferometer, always set up horizontally, into the vertical 
of the cryostat, a procedure which has already been applied repeatedly . 
.. , 
If it is not possible to use a cryostat _ith vertical orientation, 
the mirror could at least be protected partialry from the influence 
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Figure 3090/1: Principle of the interferometric concave mirror 
test. 
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of it own weight by additional band suspension. The test of the 
unmounted mirror would then no longer be possible with simple means. 
Figure 3090/3 shows both possibilities of the main mirror test in 
the cryostat. 
The absence of the measurements undertaken with the mirror samples L~5~ 
at the GHW has a very negative effect on the concept of stray light 
measurements with the cooled main mirror. Not only were quantitative 
results expected from this measurement, but also important knowledge 
on the measurement method. It can therefore only be hoped that the 
procedure presented in principle in Figure 3010/1 leads in the right 
direction. 
One difficulty in stray light measurement in the main mirror is 
encountered, because the hole surface and the external surrounding of 
the mirror contribute in an undefined damaging way to the measurement 
result. The simplest possibility for preventing these portions would 
be the limited irradiation of the test sample with a beam diameter of 
less than 20 em eccentrically in such a manner that light can fall I," 
neither into the hole nor outside of the mirror. This method, however, 
would have the disadvantage tl"lat it is not p<)ssible to measure the 
entire mirror surface at once. The test beam would therefore have to 
be rotated around the mirror axis in order to measure the entire surface 
of the test sample in several measurement steps. We therefore propose " 
another system, presented in principle in Figurel 3090/4. In order to , 
prevent irradiation of undesired portions of the test sample, an aperture 
shield is suggested, located on the system L2 of the cross-mection 
expander LI/L2. The central portion of the shield can be vaporized 
onto the last lens surface to avoid support bridges. The shield B2 j 
is now projected through the lens L3, similar to a field lens, onto the 
main mirror in such a manner that a sufficiently large central area . 
and the outer edge of the mirror remain free from radiation. The lens 
L3 is pressed away from the hole shield B4 for the effective contrac-
tion of the test beam, so that the shields B3 and B4 maintain a suffi-
ciently large distance in order to limit the defined test beam behind 
the entry window of the cryostat. The decoupling system with the 
receiver would have to be pivoted around the vortex of the mirror just 
as in Figure 3010/1 so that the angle of scattering may be varied. 
A further difficulty arises due to the stress on the test sample 
with a 1:1 projection. In the test of the wave front, this problem 
was removed by the compensation system in the interferometer, In the 
scattered light measurement, the mirror does not project the hole 
shield B4 stigmatically, but rather with a certain scattering circle. 
At an angle of 20 between the shield and its image, the diameter of 
this scattering circle amounts to 3 mm. The intensity in the plane 
of the image is therefore reduced to zero with an angle of 0.05 0 • /16~ 
A scattered light measurement is only possible outside of this angle. 
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Figure 3090/3: Possibilities for the 
main mirror test in the cryostat. 
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Key: 
a. plane mirror 
b. ocular 
c. pinhole diaphragm 
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d. cryostat wall 
e. telescope 
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Key: 
a. parabolic mirror 
b. collimator 
c. or 
d. line plate 
e. telescope for 
centering and positi n 
control 
f. circular mirror for 
interferometer test 
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Figure 3090/8: Test of the telescope system with parabolic auxiliary 
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Table 3090/1: Compilation of the tests considered necessary and the 
. required aids. 
(Please see Key on following paqe.) 
I 
I 
u 
J 
j 
j 
Key: 
a. no. 
b. object of the test 
c. type of test 
d. principle in figure 
e. preferred position of the axis 
f. aid (except for cryostat and interferomete~) 
g. main mirror 
h. unmounted 
i. wave front 
j. warm 
k. vertical 
1. plane mirror 
m. mounted 
n. warm/cold 
o. scattered light 
p. arbitrary 
q. IR laser, receiver, 4 diaphragms, 3 lenses 
r. collection mirror 
s. horizontal 
t. spherical mirror 
u. line plate, illumination unit, telescope 
v. telescope, complete 
w. focus control 
x. experiment test 
y. parabolic mirror 
z. 2 lenses, 1 diaphragm, laser 
AP 3092 Measurement of Aberration at the Second Mirror 
In principle, an aberration measurement with a raised collection 
mirror is much morG difficult than that with a concave mirror, since 
the raised test sample does not rejoin the divergent sample beam. 
Among differ~nt customary testing methods for such collection mirrors, 
those must be rejecced from the beginning, requiring a test through 
the rear surface of the mirror, since the GIRL collection mirror is to 
be tested in the mounted state. 
There is a relatively simple procedure for testing a collection 
mirror through the front surface, but tied to defined geometries and 
a defined refractive index of the glass. The method is based on 
knowledge, stemming from the seventeenth century and stating that beams 
coming from a point to a hyperbolic boundary surface under certain 
conditions travel parallel in the medium behind the boundary surface. 
Applied to the present case, this means that the collection mirror 
could be tested by internal reflection of the test beam at the plane 
polished rear surface with a point light source and such an inter-
ferometer as serves for the main mirror test. One condition is that 
the refractive index of the glass is identical to the eccentricity of 
the hyperbolic front surface of the collection mirror. Although the ~~ 
collection mirror of GIRL exhibits the eccentricity of 1,500, 
appearing quite useful at first glance, the test wave length correlated 
to such a refractive index of cerodur would extend into the infrared 
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range. The ~ethod therefore cannot be applied in principle to GIRL. 
A further disadvantage of the method would consist in the fact that 
the GIRL coll0ction mirror is provided with larger holes on the rear 
surface and a large amount of facets at the outer edge. For this 
reason, only CI rtain portions of the front surface could be tested. 
Accordingl~', the test of the collection mirror must be conducted 
by external reflection &t the mirrored front surface. For this pur-
pose, a concave mirror is required, having a multiple of the collection 
mirror diameter. In order to simplify the test, the concave mirror 
should be set up outside of the cryostat. The possibility immediately 
suggesting itself is employing the original main mirror for testing 
the collection mirror. In this case there are again 2 possibilities 
for the setup. The first is that of the original telescope geometry, 
in which the interferometer would have to be constructed in the system 
focus behind the main mirror. The second possibility is the applica-
tiop of the so-called Lytle test, the principle of which can be seen 
ill l·'j Jure 3090/5. Both methods have the disadvantage that the main 
mirror must be constantly available for the test, and can therefore 
not be processed simultaneously. The Lytle method has the additional 
disadvantage that it requires a plane divergent mirror and a lens, 
making adjustments ditficult. Moreover, the plane mlrror sometimes 
L'.1u;;es shadowing of the test sample, exceeding the original shadowing 
in the telescope system. The only advantage of the Lytle method is 
a slight angle of opening of the test beam compared to the collection 
mirror test in the system geometry. 
Often, large spherical auxiliary mirrors are employed for the 
test on collection mirrors, designated as Hindle spheres. Such a 
sphere can be produced with greater accuracy than the main mirror of 
the GIRL telescope and could also be better supported with a simple 
cylindrical shape. The Hindle sphere utilizes the property of the 
hyperbola of collecting all beams, appearing to originate from one of 
the two focuses of the hyperboloid, in the other focus. In the present 
case, the Hindle sphere would have to exhibit a radius of curvature 
of 715.15 mm with a diameter of 400 mm. The center is to be drilled ~ 
so that the focus of the interferometer can be positioned at the 
vortex of the Hindle sphere. The test setup defined in this manner 
is presented to scale in principle in Figure 3090/6. In order to 
avoid a large window in the cryostat, the Hindle sphere is to be 
included in the cryostat. In this case it must be taken into consi-
deration that the spatial requirem~nt corresponds to approximately 
double the glass thickness. The spherical mirror is then to be 
arranged in such a way that it can be adjusted from the outside via 
bellows. Shaping of the mirror due to inhomogeneities of the coeffi-
cient of expansion must not be anticipated, when the mirror is manu-
factured of cerodur special. 
Scattered light measurements at the collection mirror would be 
possible in accordance with the principle in Figure 3090/4, when the 
Hindle sphere is produced with a surface quality of high value. 
The contribution to the measurement results could be determined by a 
separate measurement and then subtracted from the total result. 
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AP 3093 Tests of a Complete Telescope System 
In the conception of the test setup for the measurement of the 
wave front aberration and possible centering errors of the telescope, 
it must be tdken into consideration that a function test of individual 
~ experiments must also be conducted, when they are illuminated with the 
original telescope. The test arrangement shown in Figure 3090/7 
cannot be used for this latter purpose. For the test of the wave 
front, on the other hand, it has the advantage that it would be 
easier to adjust in comparison with the arrangement in Figure 3D90/8 
because of the lower number of necessary aids. 
'rhe test setup in accordance with Figure 3090/7 functions accord- /168 
ing to the automatic collimation principle. The system is tested 
on th~ basis oi- the original focus by reflecting the exit~ng parallel 
beam at the plane mirror into the telescope again. All surface 
errors appear doubled in size in the interferogram. The adjustment 
is optimal when a concentric bending image of the point light source 
occurs only in the optical axis. In addition to the visual evaluation 
of the star image, the aberration can also be measured quantitatively 
with the laser interferometer described in AP 3091. A correlation of 
errors occurring to the individual components, however, can only be 
ascertained by rotating the components in comparison to the others. 
The method has the disadvantage that the focal space must be accessible 
for the radiation of the star source and make possible the setup of a 
beam divider. 
In the case of the procedure shown in Figure 3090/8, the light 
is irradiated into the telescope aperture for the system test. A 
parabolic mirror serves primarily for this purpose, having the same 
diameter as the telescope main mirror. On the basis of the proper-
ties of the parabola, all beams originating from the focus of the 
parabola are reflected parallel by thb mirror. The parabolic mirror 
should be suspended or positioned in the cryostat just as the plane 
mirror in the above-described procedure, so that a large window in 
the cryostat is avoided, possibly causing an impermissibly high he~t 
radiation. The irra~iation of the light into She parabolic axis 
must be carried out with the aid of a small 45 deflector mirror and 
one or more intermediate projections. In the last intermediate pro~ec­
tion, there is a pinhole diaphragm of the most variable diameter 
possible, so that any optic in front of this pinhole diaphragm may be 
of lesser quality. A second intermediate projection, situated in the 
plane of the window, would be advantageous for attaining a minimum 
window diameter. The 450 deflector mirror could be mounted on the 
rear side of the telescope collection mirror support (chopper). 
Fine adjustments could then be limited to the parabolic mirror with 
adjustment screws guided through the cryostdt. While the visual 
evaluation of the star image outside of the cryostat with the aid 
of the telescope causes no problems, the interferometric would have 
to be modified in comparison with the above-explained method. There /169 
are two possibilities for this, the more advantageous of which is 
already plotted in Figure 3090/8. It permits the application of 
the interferometer according to Figure 3090/1 and merely requires a 
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raised, very small spherical mirror, to be set up concentric to the 
system focus of the telescope. The second possibility consists in 
rotating the beam divider in Figure 3090/1 by 900 and replacing the 
crossMsection expander with a second main mirror. 
A position control of the system focus could also be carried 
out with the parabolic mirror method. In the plane of focus, a glass 
plate parallel to the plane would have to be mounted with an illuminated 
line grid. For practical purposes, this should be carried out at the 
original structure of experiment El. Only in this manner could the 
thermal invariance of the focusing condition of the telescope be 
tested. The prerequisite for this, however, is that the test beam 
radiated from the parabolic mirror remains parallel during cooling. 
This would be ensured by a control collimator located outside of the 
cryostat, as shown in Figure 3090/8. In the case of deviations from 
parallelity, the paraboloid could be raised or lowered with the adjust-
ment screws. Measured by this additional criterium, the automatic 
collimation method would again be more advantageous for focus control. 
In this case, the pinhole diaphragm for the star generation and the 
line grid for the control of the star image position could be appl.led 
to the same glass plate. Irradiation and image generation would then 
be carried out outside of the axis, but at only a small distance with 
tolerable image errors. If a deviation in focus position occurs during 
cooling, it is measurablp in both cases by the refocusing of the 
observation telescope. Lateral focus migration could be determined 
either by a gri(1 art the line plate or by lateral, measllrabl~ shift; 
in the observation telescope according to amount and direction. 
A measuroment of scattered light is very problematical in the 
complete ,'l('Bcope. An auxiliary mirror would also have to be i.ntro-
duced fOl the measurement with a scattered light portion also entering 
into the result. This would have to be accordingly small, requiring 
a high qualification of the mirror. Another possibility would be the 
separate measurement of the scattered light portion of the auxiliary 
mirror, possibly permitting an elimination of this portion from 
the total result. Whether the scattering of individual measurement 
results permits such a procedure is questionable until first results .fJ.J.Sl 
are available. On the other hand, subtracting the portion of the 
auxiliary mirror from the total scattered light is just as problema-
tical as the addition of both portions of the main mirror and collec-
tion mirror of the telescope, also to be measured separately. Under 
this aspect, the procedure of least cost would consist in adding the 
scattered light portion of the main mirror, as explained in AP 3091, 
to the scattered light portion of the collection mirror, to be 
d~termined with a high-quality Hindle sphere. The scattered light 
portion of the Hindle sphere would be substantially easier to determine 
than that of a plane mirror, which would have to be treated in testing 
the complete system. 
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AI' 3100 
f:le_'!n. J!,a n<!J:Jng 
General Information 
The US Pederal Standard 209a, replaced on April 24, 1973, by the 
US Federal Standard 209b, is usually also employed in Europe for 
c1assifyin~ low-dust spaces. These are supplemented in Germany by the 
guidelines of the working committee for clean rOOMS in Stuttgart and 
in Switzerland by the guidelines of the Swiss Society for Clean Room 
'1'echnology (SHR/r). '1'h<:' following standardized classes are included in 
these systems: 
Designation of Class 
US-Standard Europe Standard 
100 
10000 2 
100000 
Key: 
':i. cub i c f 00 t 
10000/ 
100000/ 
Number of particles of 
0.5 ~m per spatial unit 
" • 350/1 
" • ~'CO/: 
The number of larger particles can be seen from the distribution 
function in Figur£' 3100/1. This corresponds to the upper limit of 
the filter transmission curve. Smaller particles \"ith decreasing 
size are held increasingly, because the collision with the filter 
increases due to the increase in molecular motion. In order to 
demonstrate the degrees of purity, some particle numbers are nlentioned 
here, released by an operating person per minute: 
Resting person without activity: 
Person with slight manual or head 
mot ion: 
r0tSOn sitting on a chair: 
Person walking in a roam: 
100,000 particles/minute 
500,000 particles/minute 
2,500,000 particles/minute 
5,000,000 particles/minute 
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Figure 3100/1: Definition of the purity classes, filter transmission. 
Key: 
a. numbers according to the light scattering method 
b. numbers according to the microscopic method 
c. class 
d. particle number/cubic foot (liter) equal to or larger than the 
indicated particle size 
e. particle size in ~m 
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The presently preferred pure room technology for work with /173 
minute particles is the application of flow boxes, in which a constant, 
turbulence free air flow from the top to the bottom or from one side 
to the other prevents dust particles from entering the box because of 
a slight over pressure. The air flowing into the box passes through 
one or more filters, the one chosen most often is the HEPA filter 
(High Efficiency Particulate Air Filter). The operating person is 
outside of the box. Inside the box, however, there are frequent 
purification device~ removing the final dust particles from the pre-
cleaned work pieces introduced and binding them in a liquid. 
"'0 
", ~:;~X;~::] \ "~I 
- , 
• 
Application to the Telescope 
It is not at all sufficient in the assembly and integration of 
the flight model to provide the telescope merely with clean mirrors. 
Instead, the entire telescope must be free of dust and delivered for 
integration free of dust. It must be protected with a special covering 
during transport for this purpose. The class 100 is desirable for all 
parts. 
The vaporization equipment for both telescope mirrors must 
already be in a dust-free displacement-precipitation flow. The 
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precipitation flow device can be temporarily installed and covered 
with p11stic foil. It must include purification equipment corresponding 
to the size of the main mirror. The main mirror and the collection 
mirror are brought into this clean room with heat conductors already 
soldered in a precleaned condition and then subsequently cleaned by 
moist means. Then vaporization is carried out. After ventilating the 
recipient with dust-free air (always to be understood in the sense of 
class 100), the mirror is enclosed in a transport container l free of 
dust and brought to the assembly box. 
The assembly box is a laminated box of a size, permitting 
accommodation of the entire telescope while standing. It serves for 
assembling the mirror in its mountings and connecting the mountings 
by means of the tripod. All mechanical parts, brought into the 
assembly box, must be previously purified. Parts with pockets having 
difficult access are subsequently cleaned in a multiple-stage ultrasound 
bath, others are washed manually. Special problems must be anticipated 
in the case of dull black parts, insofar as the paint tends to give off 
dust. The mirrors, brought into the transport containers l in the 
assembly box, require special care. The transport containers must, 
of course, also be cleaned before bringing in the equipment. It must 
be ensured upon opening that the resulting under pressure does not 
blow any particles from joints or corners onto the mirror. An arti-
ficial over pressure would solve this problem. 
After completed asseTbly, the entire telescope must be enclosed 
in a transport container. It is brought to the test chamber or to 
the integration room in this container. Naturally, it is expected from L112 
the test chamber with all the internal devices, that it is also free 
of dust. To what degree this can be achieved cannot be evaluated here 
due to lack of detailed knowledge. 
In various stages of the project, coating the mirror surfaces with 
a dust-protective and cleaning varnish was considered. First, this 
method would be applicable only with great difficulties in the case of 
the large main mirror diameter and secondly, it would not make the 
work of clean-handling of the entire mechanics superfluous. The 
cleanest mirror does not remain clean when the surroundings can give 
off dust. 
The aids required for clean handling when the above-described 
procedure is applied are summarized again here. 
Precipitation flow device for clean-handling of a 50 em vaporization 
instrument 
Purification bath for dust removal of the mirror 
Laminated assembly box, inner dimensions 100 x 150 x 70 em with 
purification baths 
lAll transport containers are to be filled with protective gas. 
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'I ranspor t container for the main . m1rror 
Transport container for collection mirror 
Transport container for the complete telescope. 
Appendix 1 
Remarks on the Error Budget 
Contrary to the recommendation of the Dornier system, we suggest 
to use the main mirror as reference system for the consideration of 
errors. It would be provided with an attachable center cross, 
engraved in a transparent plane glass plate, for this purpose. The 
cross can be centered by rotation and freed from wobble errors. It 
could also be aimed at from the experiment focus with an alignment 
telescope with automatic collemation accessury. 
The main mirror mounting should be so rigid that the remainder 
shaping after starting amounts to less than 2 ~m. This is certainly 
the case when the stresses of all critical structural elements do not 
exceed the fourth part of the 0.2% stress limit and all connections 
are f beed. 
The critical parts of the main mirror mounti2g consist of invar. 
Invar has a 0.2% expansion limit 50 2 = 119 kp/mm at 5 K. When the 
length of the structural elements IA not too great, the cross-section 
q in the case of a load F (kp/mm2 ) must be accordingly greater than 
For the membranes and springs of the mnin mirror mounting 
applied in pairs, for example, a limit cross-section of 2.8 mm~ 
results. This was taken into consideration during construction. 
The welded seams, however, require special attention. Further stress 
tests after repairing the shake model will provide information on 
their behavior. If they should prove insufficient and not capable 
of improvement, they must be replaced by other connections. 
1176 
Since the main mirror mounting is s.ituated in the shadow of the 1177 
mirror, thermal shaping can only be introduced over the interface 
to the instrument platform. Calculations produce the result that a 
temperature difference of 1 K between the compensators causes a trans-
verse off-Ret of the mirror axis of approx. 1 ~m. Axial thermal effects 
are completely insignificant. 
The axial component of a collection mirror motion acts according 
to 
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(nomenclature according to K. Bahner) with a multiple of 24 of the 
amount in the Cassegrain focus. An adjustment error in the collec-
tion mirror in the lateral direction is intensified in the focus by 
a factor of 4. Errors in the collection mirror and chopper are 
therefore especially serious. 
The attempt was made in Table Al to list the possible e~rors in 
a table in three categories. The type of error h encompasses such 
errors, no longer removable under the ~~ Jon of gravity with the 
realizable adjustment devices~ the type 0: error B encompa'ises those 
errors, arising additionally due to cocli~g and the removal of gravity: 
and the type of error c arises due to hF' .. l.ing as a result ('f radia-
tion in orbit. 
Since tIll? main mirror is to be the leference system, its errors 
can be set at zero in category A. Its errors in the categories B 
and C may also be assumed at zero in a flrst approximation. A slight 
deformation in the aluminum base may occur during cooling, but this 
can be determined only by testing. B of B may then assume the amount 
of a few arc seconds. 11 l;; 
All translations given in Table Al are defined in Cassegrain 
focus, all angles are image jumps in the heavens. In the assumed 
tilting of the tripod, it was assumed that half of the tipping angle 
is effective as lateral off-set and the other half of tipping. If 
one of the three supports is altered in length~ the center of the 
correction mirror is thereby shifted laterally by a multiple of 3.2 
in leng th. For example, if a suppor t is hea ted from 10 K to 15 K, /180 
the alteration in length IG 0.4 ~m (invar), the off-set of the 
collection mirror 1.3 ~m, the image off-set 5.2 ~m. 
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C Drehung um die v-Achee: r 
• Figure AI: Coordinate system for the error budget of optics. 
Key: 
a. rotation a.\,:ound the w axis 
b. rotation around the u axis 
c. rCitation eJround the v axis 
d. w axis = chopper axis of the collection mirror 
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U1 
0'1 
a 
Fehlerart 
e Hliuptepiegel 
g Fangspiegel + Dreihein 
~ (Fehler im Fokus ge-
messen) 
Chopper 
h (Fehler im Fokus ge.es-
sen) 
A 
b 
'Resttehler nach ~ustierung 
im Warmen bei 1 g un~ 
vertikaler Aufetellung 
o 
.. A = - 0,12 •• 
u1. 
.. 
AY1 = Av1 = - 0,1 ma 
.. A = A = - 10" (1 '11 
Au2 = .. 0,25- •• 
.. 
AY2 = Aw2 = - 0,1 ~. 
B 
c 
Fehler, zusatzlich durch 
AbkUhlung und Ubersang 
auf Og und 0 bar hervor-
geruten 
T 
o (Kippung?) 
.. 
BU1 = - 0,12 .. 
.. 
BY1 = Bv1 = - 0,' •• 
+ 
Bt1 = B,1 :: - 5" 
B 2 = .. 0,2 •• 
u -
.. 
BY2 = Bv2 = - 0,02 •• 
.. nC i ) .. AE2 = 120 Chop,,"rachse BE2 = - 30" 
A -! 130" .. 12 - B( 2 = - 60" 
A,2 = 
.. 70" B =!. 120" 
,2 
C 
d 
Fehler durch EinstrahluDS 
1. Orbit und Chopperbetri. 
o 
.. Cu1 = - 0,01 5 •• 
( T = ! 6 K bei T.15 K 
Cy, = CV1 = ! 0,008 .. 
• C = C = - 0 5" j1,1 ' 
C 2 z .. 0,05 •• 
u -
CY2 = 0 
Cw2 :!0,06 - ~ ~ei £xtre.-Ct2 = 0 lase 
C
J2 
= ! 1" 
C =! 12" 
,2 J 
Table AI: Error budget (focus shifts generated by angle errors are not contained in 
u, v and w. • 
(See Key on following page.) 
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Key: 
a. type of error 
b. remainder error after adjustment when heated in the case of 1 g 
and vertical poejtioning 
c. error, additionally caused by cooling and transition to 0 9 and 
o bar 
d. error due to radiation in orbit and chopper operations 
e. main mirror 
f. tipping 
g. collection mirror + tripod 
h. error measured in focus 
i. chopper axis 
j. in the case of extreme position 
In addition to the data on collection mirror and main mirror, 
that of the chopper is listed separately with the index 2 in the 
table. These originate from communications of the MPI for Astronomy 
in Heidelberg, bearing the remark "we assume no responsibility". 
The values contained herein were presented slightly modified and 
simplified. The considerable errors in angle of the chopper in 
category B are almost impossible to reproduce. It must be tbe aim of 
chopper construction to reduce these values drastically. 
Tbermal calculations with a heat conductor contact 
Thermal Calculations witb a Heat Conductor Contact 
Supplementing AP 3042, refined calculations were carried out witb 
a local partial model of tbe main mirror in order to obtain more 
precise information on the origin of tbe impermissibly higb stresses 
in cerodur occurring at tbe contact point of tbe heat conductor. A 
concentric nodal model around the axis of beat conductors was selected 
according to Figure A2. This takes into consideration the exact 
geometry of tbe conductor witb tbe exception of the soft solder layer 
between tbe conductor and cerodur. 
The cool-down calcuLation produ~ed a total time of 30.6 hours 
until acbieving the balance temperature of 3 K. This value is 
situated by approx. 10% higher than that of the entire mirror from 
earlier calculations. The cool-down curves are presented in the same 
manner as in AP 3042 in Fig4re A3. Only the ordinate scale of tbe 
thermal coefficient of expansion of cerodur is plotted in half tbe 
scale compared to Figure 3040/14. 
Calculation of tensions was limited to the time at 24 hours 
after beginning cool-down, where the maximum stresses occur according 
to experience from AP 3042 due to the maximum expansion number of 
the cerodur. The maximum value occurs in the model of Figure A2 
within the cerodur in element no. 22, i.e. directly at tbe contact 
point of copper and cerodur. Within the metal parts (see Table A2) 
the stresses attain even substantially higher values, but which are 
not dangerous there. 
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The calculated maximum stress of 2.9 kp/mm2 would lead t() +:he 
breaking off of a glass shell. Since this is not confirmed, however, 
by the results of the model tests, it can be concluded that the 
solder layer between c~rodur and metal acts as a compensator to a 
great degree with respect to these contact stresses. Further calcu-
lations were added to the computation proof within the framework of 
available means. The element no. 26 was eliminated in the model 
Figure A2, so that air space may be assumed in its place. The direct 
contact of copper and cerodur is avoided by this means, corresponding 
approximately to an invar nipple with sack hole. In Figure A2, the 
results of this calculation are ~ompared to those with the complete 
copper conductor. The resillts dre st~rtling. The stresses in 
element no. 22 have dropped to 1/8: instead, the maximum ~tresses now 
occur in element no. 23. The maximum value of 0.52 kp/mm 1S situated 
on the boundary of the permissible value. This is also certainly 
reduced by thf t ll~ layer 1n pr act ical s i tuat ions. 
Consequences for the Thermal Model of the Mirror 
Thermal calculations show on the whole that there is no danger 
of (r~cture for the cerodur for the thermal model, taking into 
consider~tion the test results with heat contacts, when the predeter-
mined cool-down curve of the base plate is maintained. According to 
Table 3040/5, the stresses do not exceed any critical values. The 
experimentally determined stability in the case of the model tests 
carried out by Linde contradict a danger due to the high stresses in 
Table A2. The model elements., not in direct contact with the conduc·' 
t~r, are subjected to still pecmissihle stresses. Two additional 
thermometers with increased accuracy are recommendeJ for the control 
of the cooling curve on the front surface of the TM main mirror. The 
maximum permissible temperature difference is prescribed as a function 
of temperature (separate communication to MBB) . 
AP 3010 9J2..!:ical Studies \tIith P,9lished Cerodur Sampl~§. 
Four mirror samples were produced with aluminum layer thicknesses 
between 50 and 400 nm. In order to simplify the measu ment procedure, 
an exchange revolver was designed and constructed for these 4 samples. 
The measurement procedure was agreed upon upon the occasion of 
inspecting the equipment at the GHW in Wuppertal. 
Due to lack of personnel and apparatus, the measurements could 
no longer be undertaken in Wuppertal within the time of the study. 
The samples showed a clear increase in scattering intensity with 
increasing aluminum layer thickness when inspected visually. In the 
cooling tests, the cemented heat ~onductors and measurement sensors 
had separated. 
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Figure A2: Nodal model for thermal calculations with individual 
heat conductor contact (scale 2:1) 
Key: 
a. cerodur 
b. invar nipple 
c. copper litz wire 
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ZEISS GIRL 
b Spannungen 
Element 26 
a Element-Nr. c aus Kupfer 
14 0,063 kp/mm 2 
I.S 0,399 kp/mm 2 
19 0,338 kp/mm 2 
20 0, 109 kp/mm 2 
., 
21 0,063 kp/mm .. 
22 2,904 2 kp/mm 
23 1,192 kp/mm 2 
24 0,449 kp/mm 2 
., 
25 0,077 kp/mnt 
26 8,168 kp/mm 2 
27 7,697 kp/mm 2 
28 8,277 kp/mm 2 
29 8,679 kp/mm 2 
30 5,787 kp/mm 2 
31 9,547 kp/mm 2 
n 8,523 kp/mm 2 
33 5,201 kp/mm '/ 
34 1,014 kp/mm 2 
Table A2: Maximum .stresses near the contact of 
Key: 
a. element. no. 
b. stresSf?s 
c. of copper 
d. of air 
184 
Element 26 
d aus Luft 
0,095 kp/mm ~ 
0,239 kp/mm 2 
0,195 kp/~ 2 
') 
0,076 kp/mm ~ 
0,060 kp/mm 2 
0,349 kp/mm 2 
0,522 kp/mm 1 
., 
0,302 kp/mm-
.} 
0,081 kp/mm-
---
5,421 ') kp/mm~ 
., 
7,426 kp/mm-
7,062 
') 
kp /unn-
., 
5,494 kp/mm -
., 
8,202 kp/nml~ 
., 
7,871 kp/mm -
') 
5,263 kp/mm .. 
1,042 kp/mm 2 
the heat". conductor. 
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AP 3020 Q~O!~~_~uppor t Rings and Preparation of th~ Main Mir ror 
Manual calculations with a simplified model of the main mirror 
produced an optimal support ring radius of 166.3 mm. A refined 
calculation model of d realistically designed mirror budy produced 
an optimal support ring radius of 165.8 mm according to computer 
calculations with finite elements. In the case of a three point 
support optimized in this manner, the aximuthal bending along the 
concentric rings around the mirror axis produced the maximum value of 
80 nm at the outer edge of the mirror. The RMS value of deformation 
of the entire mirror surface amounts to 20 nm on the basis of this 
result and is therefore still permissible. 
Cutting tests for determining possible surface alterations 
were undertaken with the mirror model reduced by a scale of 2 to I 
with a polished surface of high quality. A surface deformation of 
0.4 wave lengths was only shown in cutting the large facet at the hole 
edge. This could be completely removed by etching the cut surface. 
The intended production technology of the mirror can therefore be 
carried out. 
AP 3030 Construction and Tests of the Main Mirror Mount 
Four different mount drafts were examined as to thermal and 
elastomechanical properties. The models were considered comparatively 
and two of them, the so-called tension-rod mount and the membrane 
mount were included in the final selection. The final decision in 
favor of the membrane mount finally had to be undertaken on the basis 
of very slight advantages. The desirable fUrther examination of 
both concepts had to be disregarded because of cost. 
The m2terial for the expansion compensator necessary for the 
Membrane model was selected in favor of voltalef 300. The proper-
ties of the material were examined. The subsequent construction work 
produced a compensator which can be altered in effective length 
without effecting the mirror support and which does not exert any 
supporting function. 
'rhe surroundings of the mounting location in the mirror body 
was studied with a finite element model. The stresses occurring ~n 
the case of a starting load of 20 g are situated below 0.25 kp/mm • 
(The experience value 2f fracture resistance of cerodur at room 
temperature is 2 kp/mm' .) In another stress2calculat i :)n with the total mirror, a maximum stress of 0.08 kp/mrn waR prod~ced wi~h the 
same size load in the case of forces acting in an axial directi~n. 
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'rhe weights of main mirror and mounting amount to: 
mirror body 
mounting groups 
mounting body (estimated 
valL!e) __ _ 
total weight 
25.0 kp 
3 x 1. 4 kp 
7.8~ 
37 kp 
·.'" . 
Shake tests were conducted with the mbin mirror provided with 
original mounting groups, merely etched after cutting. In the case 
of axial sine excitation, the resonant frequency amounted to 160 
and 540 Hz. After each measurement series, increasing nhifta of 
the mirror compared to the base plate were measured with a collinlator. 
These were triggered by the step-wise increasing defect of a flat 
spring, finally requiring disruption of the test. This spring 
was apparently too small in size and must be altered before future 
measurements are taken. 
In i:t later stage of the study, the vibration measurements were 
supplemented in the thermal model. The following resonant frequencies 
were measured with very careful excitation: 
Transversal, perpendicular to a flat spring: 
Transversal, parallel to a flat spring 
Axial 
'rorsian 
AP 3040 Thermal Behavior of the Main Mirror 
48 Hz 
77 Hz 
125 Hz 
78 Hz 
The calculations on the stationary temperature distribution in 
orbit were first begun with two concentric rings of heat co~ductors 
at the rear surface of the mirror. In order to simplify the procedure, 
they were designed in the beginning as homogeneous conductor cylinders. 
The calculation model contained 99 nodes in a radial half 3ection of 
the mirror body. Later, the division of the conductor cylinder into 
individual litz wires was also considered. In addition to the cases 
of homogeneous radiation, asymmetrical radiation in the form of a 
cosine distribution along the mirror circumference was also intro-
duced. The entirety of the calculation results is compiled in Table Zl. 
The cool-down time of the main mirror was calculated under the 
following boundary condition in the slightly expanded nodal model: 
Cool-down of the instrument platform from 293 K to 78 K in 6 hours 
Cool-down tlme of the instrument platform from 78 K to 4 K in a 
further 6 hours 
Cool-down time of the instrument platform from 4 K to 3 K in a 
further 3 hours 
After these 15 hours, however, the mirror was only cooled down 
to 103 K. The thermal balance (3 K) is not achieved until after 26 
hours. The corresponding calculations of stress produce the result 
that a maximum stress within the mirror body occurs after 22 hours and 
amounts to 0.12 kp/mm2 . In the case of this data, the transition 
triangles between the conductors and the mirror body have not been 
considered. They were the subject of a separate subseq~ent calculation 
with a local calculation model concentrically around the heat conductor 
axis. 
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bArt der d Temp • am 
e 
Radien und C Art der Oberflichp.ntempera-
Querschnitt der Leiter Einstrahluna FuBpunkt turen innerhalb 400 
Wanne lei lringc max min 
150 mm, 180 mm1 t lylinder, j homogtlo 1,6 K 2,160 K 2,0)1 K 
206 mm, 360 mmZ g gelotet k 0. von Zerodut 
1C-faC~1 Uber-
hiSht) 
150 DID, 180 mm2 f Zylinder, lasymmetrisch 1,6 K 2,077 K 1,645 K 
206 mm, 360 mmZ g gelotet k (), von Zerodu[ 
10-fach Uber-
hoht) 
81 DIll, 126 1IDD2 f Zylinder, jhomogen 1 ,6 K 3,52 3,00 
199 mm, 252 mm2 g ge lotet 
81 am, 60 IIilJl2 f Zylinder t jhomogen 3 K 3,715 3,59 
150 mm, 100 mm2 g gelotet 
199 mm, 120 mm2 
81 DIll, 30 mm2 f Zylinder, jhomogen 3 K 3,92 3,78 
150 mm, 50 mmZ g gelotet 
199 mm, 60 mmZ 
81 mm, 18 mm2 fZylinder ~ jhomc~'Jn 3 K 3,915 3,853 
150 DID, 30 mm2 gselotet 
199 mm, 36 UDIl2 
81 DID, 18 mm2 fZylinder, 1 asymmetrisch 3 K 3,809 3,093 
150 mm, 30 mm2 ggelotet 
199 mm, 36 mmz 
81 am, 18 mm2 h Litzen, j homogen 3 K 3,916 3.853 
150 IIDD • 30 mm2 g ge lote t 
199 DIm, 36 nun2 
81 IIIJl , \8 mm2 f Zylinder, j homogen 3 K 5,055 ;,001 
150 mm, 30 mm2 1 geklebt 
199 DIm, 36 mm~ 
81 mm, 18 mmz f Zylinder, 1 asymmetrisch 3 K ':',333 3,691 
150 DIm, 30 DIm2 1 geklebt 
1~9 DIm, 36 mm2 
• 
81 mm, 18 nun2 h Litzen, j homogen 3 K 5,056 5,000 
150 DIm, 30.mm2 i geklebt 
199 nun, 36 nun2 
Table Zl: Result of the thermal calculations in the main mirror 
for the stationary case of radiation. 
(Please see following page for Key.) 
(J 
I 
l 
1 
1 
II , 
11 
1 
l 
: 1 
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Key: 
a. radii Dnd cross-section of the heat conductor rings 
b. type of conductor 
c. type of radiation 
d. temperature at the base point 
e. surface temperature within a diameter of 400 
f. cylinder 
g. soldered 
h. litz wires 
i. cemented 
j. homogeneo~ls 
k. (A of cerodur multiplied by 10) 
1. asymmetr ical 
Heat Transition Measurements 
The determination of the heat transition resistance and the 
tensile strength of metal and cerodur combinations at low temperatures 
assumed a large portion of the study. On the basis of a successful 
preliminary test, soft solder connections between cerodur and invar 
were favored. Three heat conductors soldered and cemented on baking 
silver were measureu at the Linde Company at 2 low temperatures. The 
measurements also produced values of conduct!vity for cerodur unknown 
up to now. They are situated for 2 K at 10- W/cm K and for 5 K at 
2.4 W/cm K. The contact resistances of the cerodur metal transitions 
amount to 2700 K/W or 1000 K/W at the same temperatures. The cemented 
contact had values approximately five times higher. 
The measured tensile strength of the contacts was subjected to 
extreme variations. Several contacts already separated upon mani-
pulation, while the maximum value of the strength was more than 20 kp. 
AP 3050 Collectjpn Mirror and Support 
Building on data pf the MPIA on the laboratory model of the 
chopper, three drafts for the collection mirror mounting were prepared. 
They all have an intermediate plate in common, on which, on the one 
hand, three flat springs positioned in a tangent to the support rings 
connect these with tLe collection mirror and, on the other hand, two 
universal spring joints serve for holding this plate. A decision 
on the type of mounting for the flat springs could not yet be made, 
since the appropriate strength tests could not be carried out in the 
present study. 
In the case of a collection mirror diameter of 113 mm, a weight 
of the mirror body of 285 g resulted and a total weight of the moving 
parts of 562 g. With a weight of the vibrating counter mass of the 
same size, an es tima ted we igh t of chopper and collf:ction mi r ror group 
of a total of 2,270 g is obtained. 
Studies on heat dissipation were undertaken with the power losses 
obtained by MPIA for the individual structural elements of the chopper. 
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The required heat conductors for the instrument platform can be 
easily accommodated in the three hollow cross-sections of the tripod. 
The measurement results of the Linde Company and the Dornier system 
on the contact resistances of met3llic combinations were included in 
the considerations. Six soldering points are provided at the mirror 
body itself, permitting dissipation through copper strips of the 
radiation heat and the heat during cooling. The total temperature 
drop over the heat conductor chain between the chopper and instrument 
platform was estimated at 1.7 K: that between mirror and instrument 
platform had to be supplemented by an additional 4 K because of the 
high contact resistance of the metal glass connections. 
For calculating cool-down time and internal stresses in the 
collection mirror, a model of finite elements was selected as in the 
case of the main mirror. The arbitrarily assumed base point tempera-
ture of the heat conductors of 4 K was achieved after precisely 12 
hours by all points of the mirror body. The greatest stresses occur 
ufter 2.8 hours and reach 0.24 kp/mm2 • 
Due to the simplicity of the calculation model, no stresses could LJ93 
be stated for the collection mirror in the direct vicinity of the 
contact points. 
The inherent frequency of the collection mirror is determined by 
the universal spring joint of the mounting. These produce an axial 
inherent frequency of approx. 370 Hz, a transversal frequency of 
approx. 420 Hz and a torsion frequency of approx. 200 Hz. All fre-
quencies determined with the rigidity of the 3 flat springs, are 
situated above 1500 Hz. 
1'1)(' deformation of the mirror surface during chopping was first 
calculated for a mirror of insufficient thickness. Increasing the 
thickness to 15 mm finally produced a wave front aberration of 24 nm 
RMS. 
In the case of constructive considerations on the correction 
mirror support, the automatic compensation of a focus extension as 
well as the lowest possible torsion guide of the heat ~onductor 
strips was already taken into consideration. Open problems are listed. 
AP 3060 T~f_e_~.:-Legged Tubular Construction 
With the recently suggested triangular cross-section of the 
mounting supports, inherent frequency calculations were carried out 
for ~he entire system. They also used a finite element model, making 
possible the graphic representation of the vibration images of tripod 
and collection,irror. An edge length of the cross-section tr icmgle 
of 30 mm resulted in inherent frequencies which were too low. The 
increase to 40 mm at the foot of the s~pports produced 77 Hz as the 
lowest inherent frequency. 
Constructive possibilities at the foot of the tripod were 
utilized for focusing between the main and collection mirrors. 
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Adjustment s~rews are located there, making possible both 
tipping as well as a parallel off-set of the collection mirror. 
Focusing 
An attempt was made to avoid active focusing, because this would 
introduce additional cryomechanisms, weight increases and sources of 
error. It was possible to prove by an alteration in the support material 
from titanium to invar and the introduction of additional synthetic 
material compensators in the chopper housing, that at least from the 
point of view of thermal values, a passive focusing, i.e. automatic, 
is possible in the case of temperature alterations. The effects of 
possible variations in material and alterations in temperature on the 
focusing state was studied and found not to be critical. 
AP 3070 Pr~aration of the Thermal Model 
The thermal model consists in an etched mirror body, mounted 
with the constructed original mounting structural group. The 
supporting structure was reduced to a simple aluminum plate. A 
total of 42 copper litz wires are soldered onto the rear surface of 
the mirror body, but unfortunately the durability of these connec-
tions leave something to be desired. Furthermore, 11 thermometers 
are systematically distributed on the front and rear sides of the 
mirror body, serving for checking the thermal calculations. They 
had to be installed in titanium housings, since the original aluminum 
housings separated during cooling on the basis of preliminary cementing 
tests. 
Collection mirror gr0up and tripod of the thermal model were 
simulated by three heat resistances, connected with copper strips 
to the instrument platform. 
AP 3090 Optical Testing of the Telescope and Its Components 
Suitable measurement procedures were tested and explained for 
testing the telescope and the individual mirrors under hot and cold 
conditions. They serve for testing the surface form as well as the 
scattered light qUcility and the image position of the mirror. The 
individual procedures and the necessary aids are compiled in Table Z2. 
AP 3100 Clean Handling 
The class 100 of the US Federal Standards 209b is recommended 
for the ciean handling for the telescope and its component parts. 
The final assembly of the individual groups and of the telescope as 
well as vaporizing the mirror must be carried out in suitable laminated 
boxes, in vJhich the parts concorned are to be enclosed in transport 
containers, to be filled with a protective gas. On the whole, the 
following devices dre required: 
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Precipitation flow device for clean handling of a 50 cm 
vaporization instrument 
Purification bath for dust remov~l of the mirrors 
Laminated assembly box, inside dimensions 100 x 150 x 70 cm 
with purification baths 
Transport container for main mirror 
Transport container for collection mirror 
Transport container for the complete telescope. 
Error Budget 
With the aid of data of the MPIA on the accuracy of the chopper, 
the table on the expected remainder inaccuracies of the telescope 
adjustment was prepared. The influence of cooling and transition to 
a state of weightlessness, on the one hand, as well as the effect of 
asymmetrical heat radiation, on the other hand, were taken into con-
sideration separately. These are estimated values, corresponding 
to the incompleted state of the construction. 
Supplementary Thermal Stress Calculations 1...19.2 
The course of cool-down and maximum stresses were determined 
again with a finite element model in the concentric model of an 
individual heat conductor contact. The time up to reaching thermal 
balance amounts to approx. 30 ho~rs, the maximum stress, arising 
directly at the contact of copper and cerodur amounts to approx. 
3 kp/mm2 in the 24th hour. The contacting copper element with a 
thickness of I mm was removed from the model in a further calculation 
step. The~efore, the stresses at this point were reduced to 
0.35 'kp/mrn . 
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Nzo1 Teatobjekt reatart PriDz!p aevorz. 
la Abb. Acbsla,_ 
Rlltamlttel (auee~ 
Kr10atat u. Interferom.) 
i 
, Hauptspiesel Welleorroot ,090/' 
UDse raet warm 
2 Hauphpiesel 
se fallt 
3 Rauptspiesel 
gefallt 
Welleotroot 
warm/k,alt 
Streul1cbt 
warm/kalt 
3090/' 
,090/, 
,090/4 
'1erUkal 
beUebig 
,.,0 -Plaoapiesel '00 _ . 
IR-Laeer, Empraose~ 
,. BleDdea, , Lla.eo 
~~----------~------------~------~--------~--------------~.-----'---
4 Faosepi.s01 
unsefaBt 
Welleatroat ,090/, 
warm 
,090/6 
borlzoD-
tal 
Hladle-Kugel.piesel • 
"00 _ 
beliebig Hlndle-Kuselsplesel Well.Dirollt 
warm/kalt" . - '-~"--' .... -.. - - 400 ~ - - -
; [aDSSPie,el I g.faSt 
~. -----------+-----------~-------+----------~------------------------+ 
6 FaDgspiegel St'reul1c:ht 3090/6 beUebls HiDdle-Kuselspiegel 
warm/kalt komb.lllit IR-Laser, EmpfaDger 
'090/" 4 BleDdeD, , Linsen 
I 
~~------------.------,----~~-----------------+.------ -. ..... 
7 Teleskop 
komplett 
B Teleskop 
komplett 
9 Tel.skop 
kOlllplett 
Wellearront 
warm/kelt 
Fokuskon-
trolle 
• 
Experiment-
prUluDg 
3090/?a 
3090/?c 
(evtl. 
3090/8 
3090/8 
verUkal PlaDspiegel 400 " 
verHkal 
I Planaplegel 400 ~ Stric:hplatte, Beleuch-
tunse'iDheit, FerDrohr 
vertikal Parabolapiegel 400 ~ 
Planepiesel 160 ~ 
2 LiDS.D, 1 Blende) 
Laser 
--
~~----------~~-------------------~----------------------------------~ 
Table Z2: Compilation of the tests considered necessary and the 
n2cessary aids. 
(Please see page 145 for Key.) 
. 
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